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Abstract 

~rift mobili ty techni:ucs hnvc been \ \sec. to maD ,"urc the trDDP. 'oct 

of generated electrons in single crystals of orthorhombjc sulphur 

grown from solution. The drift mobility was found to be the SaT:1e for 

more than 20 specimens grown from starting materials of different 

degrees of purity, despite large differences in hole mobility measured 

on the same specimens. A °c -4 2 -1 -1 t 21 , JA .. = 6.2 x 10 cm - V sec and 

was found to increase with temperature as exp( -E.ykl')) where 

Eo. = 0.167 eVe ~,. exhi bi terJ no measur~able Dnisotropyo The 

transformation to the monoclinic modification is accompanied by a fall 

in mobility by a factor of about ten and an increased density of deep 

traps. The electron mobility results are shovm to be consj stent wjth 

IOn intermolecular hopping mechanism jn vrhj ch the clcctT'll:n j l;(~Ci.'i'r:ts 

with one or more molecular vibrational modes. It is believed that 

this is the first time a strong case for a true hopping current has 

been presented. The polaron binding energy is shown to be 0.48 eV 

and the dimensionless electron-lattice interaction parameter, Y~18. 



s 
The isolated 88 molecule and its ions are eXaIDjnea theoretically 

in terms of molecular orbital theory and the study is extended in an 

estimate of the electron and hole bandwidths in the solj(J by Em 

approximate method. A number of intraTllolecular ana intermolecul[cr 

orbital overlaps are calculated and the results are used in a discussion 

of the electron mobilityo 

The electron free lifetime at the surface and in the bulk was 

studied by a novel method involving interrupted electron transjts. 

The trapping spectrum was investigated by thermally stimulateo 

conductivity and by an electron beam probing technique which was used 

to study the polarization decay. The results lend support to the 

hopping interpretation cf electron transport. 

A subsisiary study of space-charge perturbed electron currents 

provides experimental confirmation of a recent theoretical treatment 

by Papadakis. 
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fulphur is a particularly good example of an elemental molecular 

!"oljd un(~ it is surprising thet in the past vcry little eX;;JerimenV.J. 

r,;ateric,l h1}s oecn undertaken. 

sucr, as naphthalene and anthracene, and the charge transfer complexes, 

which have received far more attention, elementary cryst[:lline sulphur 

should ~~resent a simpler material for a study of this intcrcr:ting class 

of insulating solids. Recent Vlork on the tro.nsport of generated holes 

end on the optical absorpti on ano ~)hotoconCluctivi tJT hfl.!::; sti:",lJntcr"' 

renewed interest in orthorhombic crystals. It thprofcre sermc~ 

relcvcnt to :i nves ~iGate -the electron trnnsport aneJ Dh',Q to attempt. nn 

interpretation of the experimcEtal results from a fundumental point 

of view. 

'rhe aim of the present work was to investigate the tr'ansport aml 

trapping of generated electrons in single crystals of 8uL"Jl1ur grov.T, 



from solution, ana to carry out a det~'ile(l f'.nalysis of the cxpcr:Lr>u I > 

reaul ts in term~, of cxis ~;ing theol'icf~ applicl:1ble to 1:101 (·eulD.' sol:i 1[1, 

!\ftcr briefly revicVlin,o; the structure ane} pJ'opcrtics of Cl:'YstnJ 1 i i;(, 

sul:Jhur, a swnmary of ~~)revious vfork on carrier transport D.n(l 'l1hoto-

conductivity is given in section 1. 

An account of the various theoretical treatments of tl'om:;port 

mcchD;1j sms j!1 lov: rr:obil:i ~cy solji~s, w~i. thDarU.cular rcf'cl'c'lce to the-orieR 

results based on a hopl)ing model arc alf:o c1Cl'i vo.;. ','he i1Ulioations 

of using a trap-controlled mobility model are examined, espeoial1y 

The groundwork for a more extensive band strU8t~lrc cP.lculation 

5s laid out in scction 3. 

j n its io!'.s js (liscuf',~Je(: in tel'ms of molt-cular orbit£' 1 theory, and a 



number of molecular orbital overlaps are calculated. An 

approximate method is used to obtain an order of magnitude for the 

electron and hole bandwidths. 

In section 4, the experimental methods are outlined. The way 

in which the crystals were grawn and prepared for subsequent transport 

measurements is described and an account is given of the equipment 

used in the study of mobilit.Y and trapping effects. 

Section 5 is devoted to experimental results for the temperature 

dependence and anisotropy of electron mobility. The same section 

includes the results for the electron free lifetime measured by 

interrupted transits. Further experimental investigations of deep 

electron trapping by conductivity glow curves and by depolarization 

techn:iques are described.' 
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In section G, the cxperimer!tel result!', are cJisc\Jsf',e,~ i:, terms 

of theories of hopping conduction and of trap-controlled mobilityo 

.11. number of models are testecl an(l it is c,hoYm that ~'n jnt;omolc~\ller 

hopping mechanism provide-s the mos t consistent j ntcrpretation of 

the eXtJerimental results. From the analysis, a number of model 

parameters are derived and a comparison is made between these 

results and those estimated from the molecular orbital treatment. 
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1.1 Structure and Properties of Crystalline Sulphur 

Orthorhombio sulphur, or S", is the stable allotropio form at 

temperatures below 96°C. Large natural crystals oan be found in 

voloanio regions widely distributed throughout the world and artificial 

orystals ot high quality ~ be readily obtained from solution in the 

laboratory. The oommon or,ystallographic forms are shown in Fig.1.1. 

Figure 1.1 

The most frequently occurring habit is the bipyramid, wj. th well 

developed (111) faoes, although the second pyramjd, (113), the basal 

pinacoid, (001), and the brachydome (011) are common. The crystals 

are soft, (H = 2 on Moh's scale), and cleavage in the (001), (110), and 

(111) planes is imperfect. At room temperature their colour is pale 

yellow but as the temperature is raised the colour deepens. The high 
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coefficient of expansion ( "'" 70 x 10-
6

) renders the crystals liable to 

fracture if subject to thermal shock and a good quality crystal may be 

easily damaged merely by being picked up between fingers. 

Above 96°0 at atmospheric pressure, orthorhombic crystals undergo 

a phase transformation to the tabular or acicular monoclini0 allotrope 

known as s~ • The transformation is very slow and is frequently 

accompanied by a cloudiness developing in the crystal. If the heating 

is rapid the orthorhombic crystals may melt before the transformation 

takes place. The melting point of orthorhombic sulphur is 112.90 0 

and that of the monoclinic modification, 119·0°0. 

Another allotropic modi~ication, metastable at room temperature, 

is an orange-yellow rhombohedral variety known as Aten's sulphur, or 

Engel fS sulphur. It is prepared by rapid solvent extraction of sulphur 

from the precipitate which is formed when a rnjneral acid is ndr1ec1 to 

sodium thiosulphate solution. It reverts slowly to S.,. at room temperature 



in the course or a tf!JWdays. Recent X-ray orystallographio studies (,~ 6') 

by Caron and Donahue have .shown it to be compesed of 86 molecules. 

Warren and Bu,rweU (1935), using X-ray diffraotion techniques, 

showed the unit oell of S.. to consist of a olose packed struoture of 

sixteen identical 88 molecules. More refined measurements by Abrahams 

(1955) anQ a ~ubsequent analysis by Caron and Donahue (1961) have 

provided aocurate unit oell dimension and reliable parameters for the 

I 

8
8 

moleoule. A simpliti~d diagram of the unit oell and a photograph 

of a model of ,thestruoture are shown in figures 1.2 and 1.3 respectively. 

Figure 1.4 
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The Sa molecule, (figure 1.4), is in the fo~ of an eight membered 

puckered ring. The bond angle is 107°.54' ! 36' and the torsional angle 

o 0 round the ring 98 37' ! 2 9'. The nearest neighbour distance round 

the ring is 2.0ItB ! ·002 I. Each moleoule in the solid has eleven 

van d.er W&al's oontacts, two of 30 33 i, four of 3.49 X, two of 3.63 X~ 

one of 3.69 I and two of 3·74 I. These distanoes oompare with the 

general~ assigned van der Waal's diameter of about 3.7 i. 

The orystal belongs to the orthorhombic holohedral class, mrnmo 

At 25°0 the unit oe11 dimensions were determined to be a = 100467 ! 

.001 i, b = 12.870 ! ·001 i, 0 = 240 493 ! ·003 X. The unit oell 

24-belongs to spaoe group D2h - Fddd, the symmetry operations of which are 

three mirror glide planes at right angles with a translation of 1 of 

the lattice spacing each wayo According to Scott, McCullough and 

Kruse (1964) all mo1eoular vibrations are active in the crystal although 

those not active in the isolated moleoule would be expected to have very 

low intensity in the spectra of the c~stalo 



1.2 Hole Mobility and Photooonduotivity in Orthorhombio Sulphur 

The photooonductive and transport properties of orthorhombic sulphur 

seem to have received comparatively little attention. The only reliable 

transport measurements of holes are thos.reported by Adams and Spear, 

(1964) 0 These authors measured the drift mobility of generated holes 

in artificial crystals grown from solution in OS20 The room temperature 

2 -1 -1 lattice mobility was found to be 10 cm V sec and the lifetime of 

holes with respect to deep traps was in the region of 10-5 sec. At 

lower temperatures the drift mobility became~an activated process where 

the generated holes interacted with centres lying 0·19 evabove the 

valence band. :Mobility values at room temperature ranged over two orders 

of magnitude and the corresponding density of these centres lay between 

14 17-3 4 x 10 and 10 cm for the various crystals. With increasing 

temperature a transition to a lattice controlled mobility was found. 

Figure 1.5 shows the experimental results for hole mobility as a function 

of temperature, Experimental evidence was presented to show that the 
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hole traps were probably associated wj.th included solvent mo] I')cules. lit 

temperatures above 96°0 the transition to monoclinic sulphur was 

accompDnied by a fall in hole mobility by a factor of about 30. 

The data normally quoted for the photoconductive and optical 

properties of sulphur are based on the work of Kurre~eyer (1927)~ and 

of Tartakovsky and Rekalova (1940). Figure 1.4 shows the spectral 

sensitivity of the photoconductivity obtained. by these authors. A 

smooth response curve is shown whjch bep,ine to rise at 6~500 ~~ reaches 

a maximum at 4~700 i and then decreases steeply at shorter wavelengths. 

More recent work by Mead, (19~) and Spear ann Adams (1965) extended 

the spectral range of the measurements and brought out the remarkable 

photoconductive response in the ul tra··violet. 

The large difference between the mobility of holes and electrons s 

to be described in later sections of this thesis, enabled Spear and Adams 

to investigate the optical generation efficiencies of holes and electrons 

separately by using pulse techniques. Their results are in substantial 
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agreement with the less detailed steady current measurements by Mead, 

(1964) • Figure 1.7 shows the spectral dependence of absorption and. th{:: 

quantum efficiencies for generating both electrons and holes. The 

response falls into two parts; in the visible region,the hole r'e5:?orse 

is similar to that reported by Kurrelmeyer; at 3,400 i the ultra-vioJet 

hole response rises more rapidly than the absorption edge to &nother 

peak at 2,550 i about four orders of magnitude larger than the response 

in the visible. The electron response behaves differently; at long 

wavelengths the generation efficjency is very small and v as the photon 

energy is increased, the quantum yield rises with the absorp-don edge 

before reaching a shoulder. At higher energies the hole and electron 

responses rise more or less together to near unit quantum efficiency. 

An examination of the induced current pulse shape showed that thl<JL,p:h--

out the range, carrier generation occurred only at the surface. The 

long wavelength hole response was ascribed to photon inauced transitions 

between the valence band and filled localized surface states. In the 



IS 

inter.mediate region the electron response was explained in terms of the 

interaction of excitons with deep donor states or filled electron traps 

at the surface. 

The near unit quantum efficiency for both electrons and holes at 

2,550 J arises from direct band to band transitions. Careful analysis 

showed that the previously quoted value for the band gap of 2·6 eV based 

on the photoconductivity and absorption measurements by Kurrelmeyer must 

be rejected in favour of a value between 4 0 2 and 4·3 eVo Opti.ca.l 

absorption near 2,500 i is due to free carrier generation and 9 at 

slightly lower energies, the strong optical absorption may be attributed 

to exciton generation. The shape of that part of the absorption cu~ve 

ascribed to exciton formation was consistent with a model by Toyozawa 

(1964) in which the exciton interacted linearly with lattice or moleC~ll.,!" 

vibrational modes. 
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1.3 Electron Mobility 

The background of previous work on electron conduction in sulphur 

presents a ver,y confused pioture. In 1948 von Hippel discussed the 

structure and conductivity in orthorhombio sulphur and used qualitative 

arguements to show that holes would not participate in the oonduction 

process but that, after exoitation, electron conduction should be possible. 

On the baaia of.-particle counting experiments in sulphur crystals 

Dean et al. (1960) made estimates for the mobility of electrons. 

Interpretation of theae reeults was based largely on the assumption that 

this would be the only mobile carrier. They were able to assign a 

2 __ 1 -1 
lower limit of)4 = 0·1 om-V .eo for the oarrier mobility but it is 

not altogether clear now from their experiments whether or not this 

value should apply to electrons or holes. 

The predictions of von Hippel were not substantiated by Adams 

and Spear (19~) who were able to observe the transport of generated 



2.0 

holes but not that of electrons. These authors used drift mobility 

techniques and hole transits up to 8~sec were observed by charge 

integration. Under these conditions no signal that could be 

associated with the drift of generated electrons was detected when 

the applied field was reversed. The lifetime of electr"vrls with 

c9 
respect to deep traps was estimate rl to be less than 5x1 0 - sec 0 

The prelimina~ results of the present investlgatlon were 

published in 1964 and a reprint of the paper is includeil in the back 

cover of this thesis. Since publication, the results of two further 

independent investigations of electron transport in sulphur have 

appeared. 

Transient space=charge limited current techniques were employed 

by Many et aI., (1965)$ to study electron transport in natural single 

crystals. The electron mobility was found to be 6x10~4 cm2y~'1se~="' 

at room temperature and to increase with temperature as exp( c~ ~T 2) 

in the range 2500 
- 3400 K. At higher temperatures the mobility 
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tendea to level off at a value of about 2x1o'-j cm~~1sec"1. It was 

concluded that the activation energy was associated with a trap 

dominated proces~> and an approxi:nate value for the 1attice mobility 

-3 2 -1 -1 . of rL .~ 2x10 ern V sec we.s obtalned. 

this interpretation is not acceptable arfO given jn sections 2,1,2 

and 6.10 

The recent paper by Thornber and Mead~ (1965), describes results 

for electron mobility in SIC Using drift mobility technjqlles o From 

their experiments they concluded that the electron mobility for 

various crystals lay in the range 0.4 = 4.5 cm2v=·1 sec=1 for applied 

104 =1 
fields below V.em 0 These results were interpreted on a. model of 

trap-controlled mobility. Two t.ypes of electron conCiuction were 

reported however and~ in the same crystals 9 parallel transport In an 

"impurity band" could be observed at applied fields above 1d+ _ 1 
V..,cm . e 

The measured values of~e within this band ranged from 9x10- 5 to 

-3 2 =1 =1 
1.2x10 em V sec at room temperature. 



2.1 

The result.s of' Many and of' Thornber ore CiiscuGsec1 iY' the light 

of the result!'" obtaine;1 in the present investigation :In ~'ectjon G. 



20 Theoretical Treatment of Transport Mechanism§ 

.go 1 Theories of Hopping Conduction 

?o1~1 Introductiop 

A molecular crystal, such as sulphur~ is characterized by stror~ 

covalent bonds between the atoms of which'the molecules are composed 

and by very much weaker van der Waal's forces binding the molecules 

together. The intermolecular orbital overlaps are quite small relative 

to those in ionic or covalent solids and. as a consequen;;...: the 

perturbations of the molecular energy levels by neighbour ir·l~.::ractions 

are considerably reduced. Narrow bands are therefore to be expected 

in these crystals and the electron wavefunctions will be strongly 

centred on the molecular cores. Because of its localization, it is 

possible, although not necessary, for the electron to interact strungly 

with molecular or lattice vibrational modes. Consequently it may no 

longer be possible to trea.t these interactions as a small perturbation 

on the purely electronic band structure as in norrr~l scattering theory. 

If the interactions are strong~ then they must be treated in zer0 ord·?'r 



and the periodic lattice potential treated as a perturbationo 

Carrier transitions to neighbouring sites may no longer be correlated 

in a wavelike manner and the band structure may be destroyed. The 

carrier proceeds then by a series of random phonon assisted site jumps, 

or "hopping". 

It is constructive to examine the limits within which band motion 

and hopping would be expected to occur 0 In the following discussion, 

fundamental limitations arising from the uncertainty principle are 

used to indicate the range of applicability of the two approaches to 

carrier transport. Two slightly different formulations are employed 

and it is shown how they both lead to a similar limit. 

2.1.2 Limits of Validity of Band Picture 

The requirements of Heisenberg's uncertainty principle are of 

fundamental importance in connection with transport within a narrow 

band. One criterion for the band approach to be a good one is that 



the uncertainty in the energy of a carrier due to scattering by 

lattice vibrations should not exceed the banclwidth r.:. 

Thus (? 1) 

where 'C is the scattering relaxation time. Thi s enables a lowe!' 

li:nit to be set on mobility for the bano theory of conr)uction to apply, 

e 
JJ. = -. "C , m 

inequality (2.1) yields 

In terms of the Bloch tight bincling scheme applied t..) a simple 

cubi c lattice of period ~ »the energy; k:(k) ; of a carricr Vljth 

propags.ticn vector k is given by 

E(k) ~ -2J(cosk .8. + cosk .8. + cosk os.) x Y z 

where J is the exchange energy between an atom ana, one (If its nC'&r ',- ~ 

nelghhours~ and k ,k k are the components "f k Bl unfJ, tr",,: x y z 

principa4 axes of the crystal, (see, fer example,'Jekke~; p;?57) 

+1! 
'rhe zone limits are given by k ,k k:: - a nne:; the bandw:I1th x y z 

is simply 

v; .:: 12J (': 5) ,c..o 



On the same model~ the carrier effective mass at the band edge 

is given by 

?l'F,(k) 2 2 
1 = - I = + i- Ja 
iii- l 'a ,,2 

(2 0 6) 

I ~6.1. lP ca.n then write - == ,,'e ".-W and by substitution in inequa.lity 

(2.3) obtain 

For a = 6 i p (approximately the average spacing between molecules 

in the case of the S_lattice), this leads to mobilities in the region 

? __ -1 -1 
of 1 cm-V sec as a lower limit for the band approach to apply 0 

An al ternati ve formulation by Frohlich and fewelL (195(;) ,j takes 

into acccunt the requirement that the electron wi thin the bane1 must 

have a mean kinetic energy which is larger than the LL't1.certainty in 

encrg;y resulting from the scattering proce~,~, 0 

'rhus 

.. Ii 
= -

"'/"' 
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?---1 -1 
If' r is expressed in cm-V sec equation (2.8) leads to 

300 
T 

Inequality (2.9) is only valid when the bandwidth is not too small 

and thus the effective mass $ m- , is not too large. In terms of 

the tight binding scheme, the maximum velocity in a band, v , is 
max 

given by 

= Wa _ 

6i (2.10) 

Here the lattice spacing ~~ is expressed in terms of the sound 

velocity, s $ and the 0ebye temperature~ E9 • 

Vihenever v < s, i. e. max w ~ k e ,then absorption and 

emission of single acoustic phonons becomes impossible and the normal 

theory of acoustic phonon scattering of carriers withtn a band can no 

longer be applied a This limitation implies that, for normal bana 

motion to prevail, 

(2011) 
sam 
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Taken in conjunction with inequality (2.9) this leads to 

30,s,a,m, 

" 
• 300 

T 
(2,12) 

5 -1 0 and with typical values of 3 x 10 cm,sec for sand 6 A for ~ 

we obtain 

A similar limitation is thus imposed where room temperature mobilities 

?---1 -1 
in the region of 0.1 am-v sec would represent the lower limit for 

which the band approach is applicable. 

2,1.3 The Small Polaron 

When the bandwidth is small, the carrier may remain in the 

region of a lattice site for a time long compared with the period of 

lattice vibrations. ~s a result of electron lattice interaction, the 

surrounding lattice particles will be displaced to new equilibrium 

positions corresponding to a reduction of the total energy of the 

system. The induced lattice distortion will thus produce a potential 

well for the electron and, if the well is sufficiently deep, the electron 
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will occupy a bound state. The electron and its region of lattice 

distortion cannot move independently and any subsequent motion of the 

electron will be accompanied qy the lattice deformation. The electron 

with its region of lattice distortion is known as a polaron. 

Motion of a polaron in a band can oocur when the distortion in 

band structure due to electron-lattice interaction is small compared 

with the electronic bandwidth. An analysis applied to a simplified 

model consisting of a linear chain of diatomic molecules by Siebrand 

(19~)J following earlier work by Holstein$ (1959), shows that the 

main result of electron lattice interaction is to reduce the polaron 

bandwidth. Yamashita and Kurosawa, (1958), showed that the wave-

function of a polaron could be expressed as the product of an electronic 

and a vibrational wavefunction. They showed that vibrational overlap 

integrals, (or Franck-Condon integrals,) entered the expression for 

the intermolecular exchange term for every mode of oscillation with 

which the electron interacts. Dispersion of vibrational frequencies 

is thus essential for carrier motion to take place. 



A simple model was used by Friedman (1964.), to demonstrate self= 

trapping due to the Franck-Colkion effect, wi thin the limits of 

approximation used by the above authors. Figure 2.2 shows the 

potential energy of a diatomic molecule and its negative ion as a 

function of the internuclear coordinate, x. 

A 
Figure 202 

In the ground state, the atoms undergo small amplitude oscillations 

of frequency _ about point A. 
o 

The force constant, K ; in the 

range of interest is as~umed to be independent of Xj and in terms of 

the reduced mass of the system, Il, 



Curve b is the potential energy curve for the negative molecular ion; 

it is observed that the minimum at C is displaced relative to A by an 

amount 4x. Upon ionization, the internuclear separation' 

will follow the path from B to C on curve b and the energy of the 

system will be reduced. If it is assumed that K is unchanged upon 

going from the neutral molecule to the negative molecular ion, then 

the configurational diagram of the molecular ion oan be represented by 

(c) which has the same shape as (a). Under these conditions the 

polaron binding energy will be given approximately by 

(2.15) 

The electron lattice interaction can now be described in terms of 

a dimensionless electron-lattice interaction parameter~ ¥ ~ defined by 

J = ~/~... (2.16) 

The purely electronic bandwidth, W , is reduced by vibrational 

interaction to WxF, where, at low temperatures, 

F = exp(- r ) 



and at higher temperatures, 

FaJexp (2.18) 

It is clear from equation (2.18) that F, and therefore the polaron 

bandwidth decreases with increaSing temperature. 

If the polaron bandwidth is progressive~ reduoed by vibrational 

interactions, a point will be reached where scattering introduces an 

uncertainty in the enero of the polaron comparable with the bandwidth. 

Band motion can no longer occur and the oarrier will then proceed by 

a random hopping motion. 

Yamashita and Kurosawa (1958), used time dependent perturbation 

theo~ to calculate transition probabilities of a carrier to a 

neighbouring molecular site. They considered only those transitiolls 

for which the vibrational quantum number of the molecule ohanged by 

.:!:. 1 9 and found that the transition probability was an inoreasing 

function of' temperature. Their resU t is expressed in terms of' the 



modified zero order Bessel function, 
a1f 

Io(z) = ~ 10 up(Z.009 x)dx 

and the transition probability, Py , is given by 

: .!!. :r l ~ - 201('-$ + I)J at 10 ~ II-r[ S(S+I)J~ 
Py "l L (2.20) 

where J is the inter.molecular exchange energy between adjacent 

molecules and ~·"t (~a;}J . Here r has the meaning already 

defined by equation (2.16)0 

A eimilar calculation by Holstein (1959)0 considered transitions 

+ both where the vibrational quanttDD number changed by ...,. 1 and Where 

the vibrational quantum number was unchanged. These were called 

v non-diagonal ' and 'diagonal i transitions respectively. It was 

shown that for temperatures below about half the Debye temp6:r.atm'e:1 

the diagonal. transitions predominated and band motion cccurredy. the 

b&ndwidth was found to increase with decreasing temperature. Above 

e 
this temperature, (..., '2 ) j) non-diagonal transitions dominated and 

hopping transport occurred in which the transition probabl1i ty increa.:;ed. 



with temperature. Holstein obtained for the transition probability 

to neighbouring sites in the hopping region, 

(2.21) 

where the sy=bols have the same meaning as given before. 

Figure 2.3 demonstrates the expeoted variation of diffusion 

coeffioient aooording to Holstein's ana~is, plotted as a function 

of T-1• As is shown in section 2.1.5, the diffusion coeffioient is 

directlY proportional to the transition probability, p. The curves 

are p10tted for representative values ot the model parameters, J = ~w. 

and '( II 10. The way in which the shape of this curve is changed 

by a dirterent ohoice of these parameters is discussed in section 5.3. 

A somewhat different approaoh by Toyozawa (1962), took into aocount 

the interaction of carriers with aooustio modes. The model considered 

was that ot an elastio continuum in which the deformation extended 

over onlY a tew unit oells. This oontrasts with theories of the 
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large polaron, applioable to ionio orystals in particularg where the 

deformation is largely ooulombio and extends over ~ lattice spacingso 

Toyozawa used the result of Bardeen and Shockley that the pertQrbing 

potential for a carrier due to the dilatation is given by the local 

change in energy at the bottom of a band, V(r) = Edo Ii x y where 

A x is the dilatation and Ed is the deformation constant o It was 

shown that if the eleotron-lattice coupling is large» localized slates 

below the conduotion band edge would arise. Two types of transport 

distinguished as hopping and drift motion, were discussed. 

Figure 2.4 shows the relative positions of the available electroll 

• ~1 energy states plotted as a funotion of g where g denotes the electron 

lattice coupling oonstant. For a simple cubic cryste.l of lattice 

period~, g is given by 

(2.22) 

where C is the compressibility of the crystal. It may be noted that 

large values of g are more likely in relatively soft crystals with 



narrow bands .. In figure 2.4 Et and Ea denote the ground state and 

first excited state of the polaron respectively. 

For large values of g p (g ) 1 0 49 L 1. e. strong coupling> the 

excited self-trapping state also lies below the conduction barld o 

For small values of g9 (g' Oo903)~ the normal band picture applies" 

Two types of oarrier motion in which self~·trapping plays a significant 

role were distinguished. 

(a) In the rangejl g).1 .49 jJ the electron makes transitions 

to neighbouring sites via the excited self·,,+. ('dPp~ng 

state. In this region the process would be essentially 

adiabatic and the hopping activation energy would be 

equal to the excitation energy of the self,",trapplng statf-. 

In the range p 1 .49 .,. g ., 0 0 903 D the electrorl 

moves by making a transition into the band where it is 

free to move until again being self~tr8.pped in a 

localized state. This is known as drif't moti.jn .. 
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In the case of strong coupling, (a)p the hopping activation 

energy is given by 

E 2 

< < 
E 2 

0.184-
d e 0 0 25 d 

Ms2 Ms2 (2.23) 

where M is the mass of a unit cell and s is the velocity o:f sound. 

In the intermediate coupling range p (b) J) the drift mobility 

activation energy is given by 

o < 
E 2 

E < 0 0 184 ,.iL 
Ms2 

20 1.4 Impurity band conduction and hopping between inpurity centres 

Mott and Twose 9 (1961)9 showed that in a partly compensated 

impurity semiconductor~ if the density of impurities is high9 tne 

fini te overlap of wavefunctions centred at impurity ion..") wo,~ ld gl ve 

rise to a narrow band in which transport might occuro At suf:ficiently 

loW temperatures? transitions between adjacent impurity site::. would 

dominate thermal activation into bands and 9 depending on the density 

of impurities and the extent of vibrational intera.ctions~ either narroW' 
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band carrier motion or hopping motion would be observedo In the 

hopping region» the analysis of Yamashita and Kurosawa was used to 

determine transition probabilities between adjacent impurity sites 

where their separation was random. The analysis has been applied 

particularly to experimental results obtained by Morin, (1958)9 and 

Heikes and Johnston. (1957), for electron conduction in doped crystals 

of transition metal oxides. 

2.1.5 Comparison between Hopping Theories 

An important factor, common to all theories of hopping conduction~ 

is the activation energy associated with site jump probabilities. A 

direct quantitative comparison can be made between the ana.lytic 

expressions of Yamashita and Kurosawa and Holstein since they are both 

based on essentially the same model. 

The expression j Py r equation (2 0 20), obtained by YJiIllashita and 

Kurosawa for the site jump transition probability can be simplified in 
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IkT 
the limit -r,:;;»1 by using the asymptotic expansion for Io(z) where 

I (z) ___ = (2Tz) -i.eZ 

o z--..-. 
(2.25) 

Thus (2.26) 

A similar simplification was derived by Glarum, ('1963) 9 but it is 

important to note that the definition of r used by Yamashita and 

Kurosawa differs from that employed by Holstein by a f&ctor 2. 

HolsteinVs definition is equivalent to equation (2.16) and is used 

throughout the present discussion; where necessary'i correc"tions have 

been applied to the appropriate expressions for Pyo 

Equation (2.26) agrees with the corresponding simplification of 

the expression, PH 9 equation (2.21)9 derived by Holstein~ using the 

limit expansions for the hyperbolic functions. This high temperaTur-e 

expansion may be simplified further if ~ is substi "tuted from equat,ion 

(2.16), thus 

P= 
1.. (T )'~ ( £.. ) t .2. &" kT :r~ ct(~ - ~k'" 



A compari~on between the full expressions, equations (2020) 

and (2.21), valid for a wider temperature range is made in Figure 

2.5 where the calculated values of Py and PH are plotted as a 

function of ~/2kT with r as a parameter. It may be seen that 

the two expressions are in subst~al agreement for r~ 7.5. 

2.1.6 Mobility on Hopping Model 

If the site jump probability is known p then the diffusion 

coefficient, D J can be obtained from elementary diffusion theory. 

If the spacing between molecular planes is a , then 

(2.28) 

where P is the probability per unit time that a carrier will make a 

transition to a neighbouring plane in one direction. 

The Einstein relation between diffusivity and mobility, 

can now be used to express the hopping mobility in terms of P; thus 

p. _ ea~ 
I - kT 
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In the high temperature limit, using (2.27) for the jump probability~ 

2 ea ( "If 

f=t: 2~ 

An extension of the analysis by Holstein to a three~dimensional 

array of polyatomic molecules was made by Siebrand, (1964)0 If the 

unit cell has more than one molecule, then the bands will have two or 

more branches whioh mayor may not be degenerate. If the number of 

normal modes of the molecule is greater than unity~ then the total 

polaron binding energy is equal to the sum of the binding energies of 

the various modes. Thus, 

R = <. E
bn ototal < (2.31 ) 

Similarly, since the interaotion parameter is, 

2.1.7 Limits of Applicability of Various Analyses 

In the derivations outlined above a certain number of conditionE 

must be satisfied for the approximations used to be valido The 

temperature at which band-type motion takes over from hopping was shown 



by Holstein to occur at about ~Debye and thus equation (2
0
21) would 

2 

only be valid in the range, 

~.,o 

2kT 
~ 1 

A number of subsidiary conditions derived by Holstein~ and complementary 

to the requirement that the polaron binding energy be larger than the 

electronic bandwidth are expressed by inequalities~ (20)3) to (2.35). 

< 1 i 
2J (1\)2"( 1\..,.)2 (2.33) 

2J <<. ~ (2 0 34) 

1 2kT ):t( ~.)"~ J < (~)4( (2.35) "Ir 

The asymptotic expansions used to obtain the high temperature 

approximation given by equation (2.27) requires 

1Kf ) 1 
,,~. 

Taken jn conjlC"lct.ion w.ah (2.32)~ this implies~ 

The limits of applicability of Toyozawaas model~ where acoustic 

modes are responsible for self-trapping$ are not so clearly defined 9 



but it was shown that the eelf-trapped state is only stable provided~ 

where n is the number of nearest neighbours c The conditions under 

which hopping and drift motion would be expected to occur have 

already been discU3sed. 



2.2 Release Time trcm Trap! on Hoppins Kodel 

If transport of oarriers is predom;l.nantly by a hopping meohan1_ 

it is possible to derive an expression for the release rate ot carriere 

in terms ot the hopping probability, p. In this model it is &asUDI84 

that trapping will oocur when the transition takes place trail a 

neighbouring site to a lattioe deteot or impurity oentre. The 

equations ot detailed balancing may then be used to express tne release 

rate of carriers from a trap in terms of the s1 te jump pr~abi11 ty, p. 

SuppOl5~ we have a density of moleoular sites, N , ot whioh n m m 

are oooupied by an exoess electron and a density ot traps, Nt' ot 

which n
t 

are oocupied. Figure 2.6 shows an energy level diagram 

tor these two possible electron states. 

_ ... - E,. 

Figure 2.6 



If the site jump probability into a trap is the same as that to 

a neighbouring molecular site, then the rate of trapping is given by 

The rate of release of carriers ,fram the n
t 

ocoupied traps is 

A.n
t 

where A is the rate constant for thermal release. 

Assuming a bimolecular law for the interaoting systems, 

(2.40) 

the equilibrium constant may be obtained by minimization of the free 

energy, (See Section 2.3). 

Thus (2.41) 

where € 1 and £2 are the energies of an eleotron on a moleoular site 

and a trapping site respectively. 

But frcm (2.39) J in equilibrium 

(Nt - nt ) 
• p 

(N - n ) m m 



and by comparison with equation (2.41) we obtain, 

[
' (e.-a..)] 

A = P exp - Ic.T 

1 
Thus the thermal release time constant "Cr = / A is given by 

torm 

1 

't;r = P 

An examination of expression (2.27) tor P shows that it is of the 

If the exponential term d.ominates, this oan be approximated by 

I 

p=p exp_(...!L) 
o kT 

By substitution into (2.41+) the thennal release time oonstant 

will be given by 

Thws the thermal aotivation energy tor release from a trap is 

equal to (£~+ e, - E&). On a simple diagram, if the molecular site is 

, 
assumed to reside at a depth €tL below a "conduction level", then the 

activation energy tor release trom the trap is equal to the depth of 



the trap, £t ' as measured from this level, (figure 2.6) 

The above analysis is applied to the interpretation of 

experimental results desoribed in seotions 5.7 and 5.8. 



2,3 Trap Controlled Mobility 

The thermal equilibrium distribution of carriers between two 

available energy states Em and Et may be derived in terms of the free 

energy of the carriers without invoking the mechanism by which the 

equilibrium is brought about. This is of importance in Section 2 2 

in connection with calculating the release rate from traps and a]so 

for obtaining an expression for trap controlled mobility, 

Consider the situation in which n electrons are dlstributecl m 

amongst N
m 

available states at energy Em r and n t electrons amongst 

Nt states at energy EtO 

',e i-'rce energy; of the electrons at energy Em is given 

by 

F = n E ~ kT In W 
m m m m 

where W is equal to the number of ways in which the n electrons may 
m m 

be distrlbuted among the N sites o m 



N I 
m o A similar expression can This is equal to 

n I 0 n )' m o m- m O 

be written for the free energy of the electrons at an ener"gy Eto 

Thus tQe free energy of the nt + nm electrons is given by 

[

N IN' 1 
F F + F

t r.1 

mot ° 
= nmEm + ntEt = kT In ----'~{..,...NT-m--\T?i\l---·-·--, 

nm!nt ! n t)!\lJ t nJo 

Using Stirling i s approximation for n! when n 15 large, tr;e 

equilibrium COnQltlon may be obtained by minlmizing F with respect 

to nt • Thus} by setting )'2 =-)F - 0, 
) nt ~n 

m 

n (N - nt ) [(\: EJJ r.l . t 
exp = 

nt (N - nr.l) 
(2c49) 

m 

If the drift mobility of e.lectrons is dominated by d. process 1[1 

wh:ch E represents a state in which the electron is mob.lle and E 
m t 

a trapped state, then 

j'-drtft fAX (:: + n
t

) 
I· ,.) \. /, :)u 

where!' is the mobility of electrons in states Em and the quam.i tyin 

brackets represents the fraction of the t1.me the electrons are mobile, 



So 

Henoe, by (2.4-9) 

(2.51) 

It" the density of carriers is very small compared with Nt and Nm' 

(which is nearly Alw~ the case in drift mobility measurements on 

highly insulAting solida). then 

l + NN
mt 

Mr'n (Em ~TEt)~l -1 
,.dr1ft = JI' x 1 -r ~ (2,52) 

A further simplification follows if the mobility is strongly trap 

oontrolled, viz. it Nt exp (Em ~ E~» Nm• Unity in the term in 

brackets oan then be dropped and we have 

m exp- m t N (E -EV 
/,drift = fA- x Nt leT . 

The mobility is thus an aotivated process at temperatures for 

which this last approximation i8 valid, and as the temperature is increased 

the influence of traps on mobility will become progressive~ unimportant, 

as may be seen from an examination of equation (2.S.a) • . 
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2,4 Trap Contrc11ed Mobility in Presence o~ Point De~eots 

The model to be described below was suggested by Silver, (1965), 

as a posslble explanation of activated mobility. The derivations of 

a number 0f equ~tions based on such an interpretation are brie~ly 

outlined here and one important condition under which the model would 

be expected to apply is mentioned. 

The L.ondu.ction process is envisaged in terms of a band model in 

which che electron interacts strongly with a dominant level of traps 

associated W1. th pOlni. defects 0 If the density of defects is in thermal 

eqUl.l1brl1...un at 9.11 temperatures then a modified form of the expression 

(2
0
53) fer activated trap controlled mobility will result. 

Conslder a thermal equilibrium density, Nt' of defects at a 

potentlal energy E
f 

higher than that of a completely ordered lattice; 

€f i8 thus equal to the heat of formation of a defect. Thus at any 



temperature, T, if N i8 the density of lattice 8ites in the ordered m 

state, 

Provided the density ot detects is not too high, this simplities to 

(2.55) 

Now, if' each point defect gives rise to a shallow eleotron trap 

of depth Et , the value ot Nt trom equation (2.55) can be used in the 

expression obtained for trap controlled drift mobility, equation 

(2.53). Thus 

No "''Y'T''l (et ~e4') ~d = I' x N -r L 

m 
(2.56) 

I 

It may be noted that equation (2.56) predicts that the drift moptlity 

may either be independent of temperature or ri8e or fall with temperature 

according to whether (Et - Et ) i8 zero, positive or negative. It 

Ef > Et , then the mobility will increase with temperature with an 

activation energy equal to the differenoe between the heat of formation 

and the trap depth. 
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It is oOMtruoti ve to examine the conditione under which euch a 

process is likely to be observed. Clearly, in ~ measurements of 

mobility as a function of temperature it ie important that a new 

equilibrium density of defeots ie eetabliehed in a time short with 

the time interval between measurements. The kinetics of the proceee 

by which defects are formed will now be examined. 

In general, the defects will represent metastable states; figure 

2.7 is an energy diagram showing the potential barrier which must be 

overcome for a lattice site to become a point defect. 

------. 

! represents the energy of the lattice in the completely ordered state. 

The potential energy of a defect in a metastable position is shown at 

B where ~ is the depth of the potential well giving the defect some 

degree of stability. 
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The rate at which defects are formed thermally is given by the 

general kinetic equation, 

= = oJ (Ef +4_' , exp - kT 1 

where ~ is a crystal lattice Yibrational frequency. 

Similarly, the rate at which defects are annealed out is given 

by 

= 'P (2.58) 

It may be seen that the forward and reverse rates are equal in the 

equilibrium condition given by (2.55). 

Assuming an arbitra~ initial distribution, the rate constant for 

establishing thermal equilibrium will be equal to the sum of the rate 

constants for the forward and reverse processes. Thus the time 

constant for establishing equilibrium will be given by 
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A simplification to (2.59) is possible if the heat of formation, Sf' 

is large compared with kT, thus, 

(2.60) 

The time constant for establishing an equilibrium density of defects 

is thus equal to the time constant for the process by which they are 

fonned. 

For this model to be applicable to a series of mobility measurements 

taken at different temperatures it is important that the time interval 

between measurements should be large compared with 'C i gi ven by equ 1 

equation (2.60). This criterion will be applied (Section 6.2) in 

'Of discussion of the experimental mobility results and the results ot 

conductivity glow curve. 
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30 Band Widths in terms of Molecular Orbital Theo~ 

3.1 Bonding in the Sulphur molecule. 

Al5 a first step towards a more complete understanding of the electronic 

structure of orthorhombic sulphur it is of value to examine the isolated 

molecule. Inspection of thermodynamic data shows that the single bond 

formation energy in S8 is 2.72 eV ~ [Allen, (1959)], whereas the heat 

of sublimation at room temperature is only 0.13 ey per atom [Honig»(1962~. 

Interactions between neighbouring molecules when they are condensed to 

form a solid are thus small compared with those between adjacent atoms 

in the molecule o We should expect a close correspondence between the 

electronic structure of the isolated molecule and the band structure of 

the solido Further evidence that intermolecular forces playa relatively 

small part in determining the electronic structure is provided by infra-

red absorption spectra of sulphur both in solution and jn the solid 

state o The collected data by Scott et a1,(1964), show that their 

molecular vibrational spectra are almost identical. 

In the succeeding study~ the X-ray structural determination of 

orthorhombic sulphur by Abrahams,(1955), and Caron & Donahue(196f) is 

used to provide the most accurate data for interatomic distances and 

the bond angles in the S8 molecule. On the basis of these empirical 

data the bonding in the S8 ring is disCU5sed in terms of molecular 

orbital, (MO), theo~ and qualitative arguments are used to derive the 

electronic structure. Interatomic orbital overlaps are calculated 

using Slater 3s and 3p atomic wavefunctione and these results are used 
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in a detailed discussion of the available electron and hole states In 

the ionized molecule. 

Sulphur atoms can form boncLs ln the following wayo The outer 

shell electronic configuration of the sulphur atom is 3s23p4 and the 

octet may be completed by the formation of a double bond, as ln the 

8
2 

molecule ~ or two single bonds 1I as in H2S o Occasionally 3d orbi tal.s 

may become involved in bond formation and the outer shell complement 

built up to 12 as in SF60 However 9 a normal covalency greater than 

two is uncommon except in the presence of strongly electronegative 

atoms such as F and 0 due to the large promotion energy usually associated 

with the use of d=orbitals, 

The bond angle of10So and the S>S bonding distance in S8 of 

2" 04-8 ~ are very close to the tetrahedral angle of 1090 28' and the 

single bond distance. 2,08 lis observed In other covalent sulphur 

compounds 9 [Paullng~ (1950)1 0 It is normal to describe the bonding 

in terms of 3sp3 hybrld orbitals p (cartmell & Fowles»(1961)] 0 Two 

orbitals are occupied by lone pairs and the remaining two are engaged 

in forming two single covalent bonds with neighbouring sulphur atoms, 

Because the lone pairs would show a tendency to utilize a greater 

proportion of the 3s orbital than the electrons which participate in 

the bonds, we might expect the sp3 hybrids to be not quite equivalent. 

A compromise will be reached between the claims of the bonding and lone 

pair electrons for the 3s orbital such as to minimize the energy of' the 

molec'.lle as a whole. The bonds will strive to be as strong as possible 

by as~uming a certain Amount of 8=character and be intermediate between 

pure p-,bonds and tetrahedral bonds 0 



It is now possible to describe qualitatively the energy levels to 

be expected in an isolated 88 molecule starting from a set of basis 

functions ~ f 1 ~ r 2 ~ f 3 ~ f 4-' centred on each sulphur atom. 'f',. 
and ~ are lone pair orbitals and~ in the isolated atom prepared 

T4-
for bonding ~ represent states of lower energy than f 1 and ~ 3. 

The latter will eventually overlap with similar orbitals on adjacent 

atoms to form the bonds. 

Now consider eight isolated sUlphur atoms initially at a 

sufficiently large distance apart for interactions between them to be 

negligible. Suppose furthermore that they are prepared for bonding 

by raising them all to an excited state corresponding to the hybridized 

wavefunctions described above o Orbi tals ~ 2 and f 4- will be 

occupied by electrons with paired spins and p by Hund's rule, i'1 and 

~ 3 will each contain one electron w~th parallel spine. 

If the atoms are now brought closer together and their relative 

orientation is kept so that the angles in the molecule are maintained, 

significant energetic changes will be brought about by interactions 

between those states for which the orbital overlaps are large. The 

largest overlaps will be those between the bonding orbitals, f1 and 

i>3~ and to a first approximation it is possible to neglect other 

interactions in describing the changes taking place to the isolated 

atomic energy levels as the molecule is built upo 

In forming the bonds, the occupancy of orbitals 
'" 1 and ~3 

will be completed by shared electrons of 0pposi.te spin from adjacent 
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atoms. cr-bonrus will be formed by the symmetric combination of wavefunotioNS 

on adjacent atoms. Two states will arise, one of energy lower than 

that in the atom, and one of higher energy, corresponding to the 

symmetric and antisymmetric combinatioNS of wavefunctions. These 
. 3 3 .. 

states are ~noted by 3sp 6 and 3sp ~ respectively. Stability of 

the bonrusresults largely from the lowering in energy of those eleotrons 

:irn the 3sp36"molecular orbitals. 

As is shown presently, the overlaps between the lone pair orbitals 

f2 and '1'4 oentred on adjacent atoms is only about 1C1ft of that 

between bonding orbitals, and the atomic energy levels will oonsequentlY 

be perturbed00l'lS1aerably less. Molecular orbitals of r-symmetry will 

thus arise and, within this first order approximation, it can be assumed 

that the molecular orbitals are very similar to the isolated atomic 

orbitals. 

Figure 3.1 shows how the atomic energy levels of the prepared 

isolated atoms are modified as they are brought oloser together to fOl~ 

a molecule of Sao Interactions between the other atoms on the molecule 

will give rise to four bands of energy states. Bands of 32 disorete 

molecular energy levels, some of Which may be degenerate in energy, 

will thus be formed. The lowest and highest bands, derived from 3sp3cr 

and 3sp36~ states respectively will both oonsist of eight levelsl capable 

of aooomodating 32 eleotrons altogether. The 'Aufbau Prinzip' oan be 

used to show that the 48 outer shell electrons in the molecule will 

completely fill the lower three bands and leave the 3sp36". band unocoupied. 



In the solid~ neighbour interactions between nearby molecules 

will broaden the molecular energy levels into energy bands" SInce 

these interaction~ can be treated as small perturbations on the energy 

states of the isolated molecule~ the identity of the molecul,9.r energy 

configuration will be preservedo 

An important consideration determining the molecular levels from 

which the electron band is derived is the relative position of any bands 

resulting from the overlap between higher energy atomic orbitals., In 

the present case it is necessary to take into account thecelahve 

posHions of tM~ bands derived from 4s and 3d atomic states, A plot 

of the spectroscopic levels for the isoelectronic sequence shows that 

in the isolated S= ion the 3s
2
3sp44s level lies below the 3s2

3p43d 

level by about 5,6 eV. Since the orbital overlaps between 4s st~tes 

are greater than those between 3d states, it 1S thus important to 

dectde in sulphur whether the 4B~ molecular level lies above or below 

the 3sp3CS"" level already discussed. 

As far as is known no such calculation has been performed for 

orthorhombic sulphur~ Recourse can be made however to a comparison 

between the crystalline forms of the other group VI(b) elements s selenlUIn, 

tellurium and polonium. An examination of spectroscopic data shows 

that the p, d and s levels become progressively closer together in this 

sequence" A discussion of these solids by G~spat" (1957)? shows that 

the metallic conductivity in Po can be expla.ined in term.s of the d-

band lYlng within the valence band. In Te and Se however the d-band 



" 
is relatively higher in energy and a recent calculation by Olechna & 

Knox,(1965) shows that the electron band in selenium is probably 

derived from overlapping 58 states o A similar calculation by Reitz (1957) 

shows that it is marginal whether the d- or the sp3~. band is the lower. 

Since the atomic levels in the sequence Po ..... S become progressively 

further apart it is to be expected that the 4s band in sulphur will lie 
3 .. 

above the band derived from 3sp ~ states. In the succeeding discussion 

of the electron band it will be assumed that it arises from these 

latter molecular levels. 

The electron band in the solid will thus be derived fram the sp3~· 
3 .. 

molecular antibonding states, and the hole band fram 3sp V lone pair 

states. Section 3.4 deals with a preliminary calculation of the electron 

and hole band widths, but before this can be done it is necessary to. 

ex~ine the isolated molecule on a more quantitative basis o 

It is possible fram the description of the bonding already given 

to calculate the hybridization parame~terB necessary to reproduce the 

observed bond angles. Once these parameters are ~own, the principal 

axes of all the orbitals can be calculatedo 

Consider a sulphur atom and its two bonds with neighbouring atoms 

in the 58 ring, (figure 3.2). If a coordinate system is chosen so 

that the z-axis lies in the plane of the bonds and bisecting the angle 

between them, a one-electron hybrid orbital can be constructed as a 

linear combination of 3s and 3p atomic orbitals thus 



Since the atomic 3s wavefunction is spherically 8ymmetrical~ the 

principal axis of t will make en angle of !!in·-
1 

( 2 /2+''-)~ with Zo 

Using the experimental value for half the S-S-·S bonding angle of 

The normalization condition for + takes the form 

21J. 2 + ,2ac 2 + ~ 2 = 1 

and thus ~I > can be written as 

aU
1 

= ~ P. + 0( p + 1 o03«P + J 1 .- ') u 06«'-
T X Y z 

s 

The remainin~ three hybrid orbitals are 

'1'2 -«p. +«p- 0" 970( P + J1 
,. 

-. -2 .. 940( 
~ y z 

t3 -o(p + 1,,03o(p + j1 ~ 
- =Cj(p. .~ 3. 06ae. 

~ y z 

s 

s 

0( P - 0" 97 DC p + 11 2 

'Y 4 
::; 0( p .. - - 2 v 941( s 

y z 

(3.4) 

(3" 5) 

(3.6) 

A further normalization condition requires 4.t :::. 1 and hence «=::~" 

If now the axes are rotated so that the axis of p lies along the 

principal axis off we obtain 

= 0.478s + 

0.5158 + 0.8571' 

These orbitals may be compared with equivalent sp3 hybrids in which 

r = ts +.If p. 

Wave functions t1 and '1'3 are bonding orbitals and are directed 

outwards from the atom towards nearest neighbours in the ring, ~ 2 

and f4' which accomodate the unshared pairs v proJect outwards in a 

radial plane perpendicular to the plane of the bonds) see figure 3,,} .. 



A simple calculation based on these hybridization paremet.ers shows 

that one of the lone pair orbitals lies almost exactly in the median 

plane of the molecule and the other projects alternately upwards and 

downwards on adjacent atoms at angles of 111 0 to the median plane. 

The orientation of these atomic orbitals with respect to four 

adjacent atoms in the S8 ring is shown in figure 3,,4. 
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The diagram (a) gives a view looking along a bond, and the principal 

axes of the four orbitals on each of the two bonded atoms are denoted 

by lines o Orbitals centred on the two middle atoms are distinguished 

by continuous lines and dashed lines respectively and are designated 

by unprimed and primed numerals, 1" 0 • ,,4, in the two cases, The 

picture is completed by lnclusion of the experimentally determined 

torsional angle of 9~o Learon & Donahue.(1961)].. Figure 3,,4(b) 

gives a view looking along a direction perpendicular to the bond" 

Atomic overlap integrals~ < ~ I f'>~ were calculated by the p;eneral 

method described in section 3030 The integrals were derived from the 

tabulated values prepared by Mulliken et aL, ('1949) where a single 

Slater neutral sulphur wavefunction with an orbital exponent of '1,817 

A. U 0 was used" Using the notation of figure 34 the overlap matrix 

was calculated to have the following numerical values" 

<t\ f') ~ 13' 

22' 24 ' 

32' 33' 

4Y 

= 0572 .073 0066 "073 

0073 -.059 +.087 -.007 

·066 .087 <,.009 -°064-

.. 073 ~,o 007 - <064- +,084 



It may be seen that the overlap between bonding hybrids ~ < f 1 \ f l' > 
is nearly an order of magnitude larger than that between any other 

pair of orbitals 0 In particular the overlaps between the lone pair 

orbi tals, t 2' r it' and the bonding orbi tale directed towards the 

next atoms i 'P3' f3" a):'e very smalL 



3.2 The 88- Molecular Ion 

We are now in a position to discuss the 8S- molecular ion. 

In the LCAO approximation the molecular wavefunctions for the odd electron 

on the 8
S

- molecular ion may be written~ (unnormalized), 

+e = ~( f1 f1' )" = i q" 
1'\ 

where the notation of figure 3.4 is used. The overlap between molecular 

orbitals f~ and ~410n adjacent sites round the ring will dete~e 

the transition probability of the electron from n to n+1. Expressing 

t by t = as + bp, and using the values of hybridization parameters, 

a and b, already calculated, the molecular orbital overlap is obtained. - -
The calculation yields <+,,1 +h+~= 0005S; this result i8 of o01'l8icbtrable 

importance in discuesion of the sulphur negative ion. In particular, 

the small value of this overlap indicates that the odd electron may be 

localized in an orbital between two sulphur atoms in the ring for a 

time which is long compared with the period of mo~ecular vibrations. 

If the electron is localized in the isolated ion between two 

sulphur atoms beoause of the small overlap between adjaoent moleoular 

orbitals, a strong repulsive interaction would be expected. 8elf-

trapping by vibrational modes is likely and the motion of the electron 

round the ring would be aooompanjed by oonsiderable di8tortion of the 

bonds. .The molecule itself would thus behave in a similar way to the 

linear chain of diatomio molecules disoussed by Holstein and described 

in Section 2.1. Transitions to neighbouring sites on the ring would 

occur in a series of random jumps in which absorption or emission of 

a number of vibrational quanta aooompanies the transition. The 



transition probability from adjacent sites would thus increase with 

temperature. 

The behaviour of the S; ion may be constraeted to the positive 

and negative ions of aromatic molecules such as benKene and the 

polyphenyls, In these planar molecules, the highest filled states 

and lowest empty states respectively are pF 
.. 

and p"" moleoular 

orbitals derived from pure Pz wavefunctions. Due to the fairly 

large overlaps between the parallel Pz orbitals oentred on adjacent 

carbon atoms, the odd hole or electron on the molecular ion is 

'" delocalized round the ring in the T or T orbital. Vibrational 

interactions would be confined mainly to the symmetrical breathing 

mode and~ although self-trapping by the whole molecule may be 

significant, it is not to be expected that self-trapping between 

neighbouring atoms will hinder the motion of the electron or hole 

round the ring. In the S8 - ion, no 'i' -orbi tal delocalization 

occurs and, as a oonsequence, strong localized configurational 

distortion within the ring would playa very muoh greater part in 

governing the motion of the eleotron. 

If vibrational interactions are neglected, the wave function 

fe may be normalized by the condition (fe' +:> = 1. Neglecting 

atomic orbital overlaps except those between fl and tl' , (figure 

3.4), the normalization constant for 'e becomes 

C e Z i ( 1 - < f 1 1+ 1 ,> )~. o. 38 

Thus the normalized wavefunction for the odd electron on 58- is 

fe = 0038 { ('1'1 - 'tl , )n 



Similarly, neglecting all overlaps between lone pair states v 

the normalized wave function corresponding to the highest 

antibonding 3sp3T* state on S8 is 

+h = 0025 ~ (_l)n (f2 +~4)n 



.1:.3 Detennination of Orbital OV'erl~s 

In section 301 a munber of interatomic orb!. tal overlaps were 

calculated to provide a basis for the discussion of electrcm and hole 

states in the isolated molecule. The general method by whjch these 

overlaps were obtained is outlined below. 

In calculating integrals of the type < f1 \ 'PI.) r where '1'1 
and r 2 are pure 3s~ or 3p atomic wavefunctions l' much of the labour 

was saved by using the tabulated values of atomic integrals published 

These tables provide 

numerical values for the overlaps between Slater",type nodeless wave· 

functions ot~ the form f 3p 
2.d..7 ; 

,- (15 1i ) 2" x,. r 0 exp (. .. dr) and "'3 s -

2d.7 2.2 x 
( l+.57r- )2r ,exp(=cJI'L Provided the orbital exponent f( 1S known, 

the values of' .( f 1 , '\' ,,> may be obtained by ir.terpolation for any 

value of internuclear separation" r" up to oCr":t'::4.. In practice. an 

accurate computation of the integral would involve initially a SCF 

calculation for t which is then expressed as the sum of two or more 

Slater-type wavefunctions with different val1.;.es of oC .. Recent calculations 

by Clementi 1 ( 1964), provide such a basis set for neutral sulphur 33" 

and 3p- atomic orbitals. In the calculations presenied here however, 

approximate values of orbital overlap were obtained by using a single 

Slater wavefunction and a.ppealing to Slater~ d rules for 0(" 

If t 1 and f 2 are 3sp3 hybrid orbi tals ~ and the 'z -axis is 

chosen to lie along the d.irection joining the two nuclei, these may 

be expressed in terms of s and p atamicwave~unctions, 



= 

where the coefficients a1 and b1j are the hybridiBation par~eters 

associated with orbitals f ... 
The overlap integral then takes the fo~, 

<'1'1 \ '1'1> = 8 1a2 <81\152> + a1b2z <151 \ P2~ + 

+A2 ~z<ls2 \ P1~ + b1z·b2z <P1z\P2~ + b1:&b2~ <P1x\P2~ + 

+ b 1y' b2y < P1y I P2y> 
This may be written, using Mulliken's notation, 

+ b1zb2z(3P3p6") + (b1xb2x+b1yb2Y) x (3p3p7i) 

(3.15) 

The computation of the integral is thus broken dawn into a calculation 

of the coefficients ai and bij and of interpolating values of the 

integrals (315315 is ), (3!!3p ~) • • • .• from the tables . 
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In practioe the effort involved in calculating the coefficients 

b
ij 

is reduced if the angles made by the principal axes of 'h a.re 

expressed in 5pherical polar coordinates,~ 6
1 

and '7i g (see figure 3o.5L 

Thus if the wavefunction i~ available in the form 

f i :: a i si + biPi ~ 

b ij a.re given by 

b, :;: b, .sin 8 i 1X l. 

b. .- b, osin 8 
i l.y 1 

b~ '-'" b, ocos 8 
i .... z 1 

equation (307) 9 the coeffioients 

cos '? i 

sin '1 i 

Molecular orbital overlaps may be caloulated along similar lines. 

In the WAO approxirnation~ a molecular orbital centred on atoms L ~nd 

m is expressed as the sum of atomic orbital:!!, ("0 t ,.,o"''''''''',z"IIl)) 

± 

The overlap between f t. m and 

(3 0 19) 

+ thui! takes the form uv 

(3.20) 

and the computation is reduced to tha,t of' four a't,omic orbital overlaps. 

In the band structure analysis which follows in section 3.4 a number 

of representative overlaps of the type just described are computed. Since 

the odd electron in the S8~ ion is effectively localized :in a molecular 

orbital centred on two adjacent sulphur atoma in the ringp the 3sp3 

molecular orbi tala are expressed as a combination of' two atomic orbi tale 

as given above. Intermolecular overlaps, <1' l m I 4> uv> were computed 

where adjacent atoIru!! t, m, and u, v, are nearest neighbours on different 

molecules in the unit ceU. 
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304 B8Ild Widths in orthorhombic sulphur 

In this section an attempt is made to estimate the widths of 

the bands appropriate to excess electrons and holes in orthorhombic 

sulphur 0 
Use is made of the Bloch tight binding approach, [see for 

example
j 

Dekker j (1959) p.257], in which the molecular wavefunctions 

for hole and electron bands are approximated by those calculated in 

The intenmolecular potential 

field is approximated by "muffin tin" potentials in order to oQtain 

an order of magnitude for the bandwidths. The electron bandwidth is 

estimated in terms of the experimentally determined lattice mobility 

for holes. 

Due to the small overlaps, the binding energy between the molecules 

of a crystal such as sulphur is characteristically very small compared 

with the bonding and excitation energies of the free molecule, and the 

motion of an excess carrier can be fonmulated in terms of the tight 

binding approacho This approximation uses a3 basis functions the 

Bloch momentum eigenfunctions of the cry5tal latticeo 

One-electron crystal wavefunctions i i' 9 are construct~d as a linear 

combination of molecular wavefunctions i + ' which are identical except 

for orientationo The periodicity of the structure requires that ~ 

be constructed by taking the symmetrio and anti symmetric combinations 

of the molecular wavefunctions over all the molecules in the unit cell. 
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where the constants c1 ~ c2 ~ " 0 " are phase factors and f 2" .)' .. ~ .. 

are the molecular wavefuncti ona with posi ti on vect ore r 2. ~I r J . 

relati ve to the one at the origin. f 1 the sum is extended over the 

16 molecules in the unit cell t (l'ul N i, t"e nil", be.. ./ u"it (.&". i" 

t..... L'f':lsb.I. 

Following Katz et ale 1963), the crystal wavefunction is then 

written as 

f (k) = iexp( i.krt ) [if (r-r,) + f (r'yr2) + 
N-I 

f (r"r,t .-r) 

(3,.22) 

+ , ..• ·1 
where the substitutions c2 = exp(ikr2 ) , c

3
- expl ikr

3 
) " " u have 

been made. 

In a calculation of the band structure of anthracene. LeBlanc~ 

(1961)9 showed that in the case of the hole band the wavefunctions t~ 

be employed are those appropriate to an electron in the highest filled 

orbital of the neutral moleoule o For the electron band). however t the 

f e must be the one electron wavefunction for the odi1 eleotron in the 

ground state of the isolated mononegattve Ion" An exactly s1milar 

behaviour would be expected in sulphur and the calculations wh1ch 

follow are based on this result. 

For electron or hole bands respectively the molecular wavefunctions 

are expressed as the antisymmetric combinlltions of ei,r:ht 3sp3(1* hybrid 

orbitals or eight 3sp3T- orbitals. The complete molecular wavefunction 

for the odd electron on the SS'- ion is thus given by 

fe = ~C.(_·1)n~n 
~ 



where 

and the sum,ln~ extends over the 8 atoms in the molecule. 

However, within the limits of the present approximation, since 

the probability of an eleotron or hole making a transition fram one 

molecule to another is much greater between those orbitals whioh are 

nearest in the unit cell, the only interaotions which are taken into 

account are those for which the atoms on adjacent molecules are 

separated by 505 i or less. This approximation is equivalent to 

writing the molecular orbital as 

f e =c.( -1 rl f n -fn+'1 ! 
where the atoms n, n+1 are nearest neighbour atOm3 to a similar pair 

on a neighbouring molecule o 

The interaction between the odd electron or hole and the remaining 

electrons can be treated by the Hartree equation. 

can be approximated by the sum of Hartree terms, 

V(r) :::: ~ Vn(r

" 
r ) n 

The crystal field 

where V is the potential of an isolated neutral molecule. V can 
n n 

be expressed in a similar way as the sum of eight tenms appropriate to 

the sulphur atoms on the molecule. 



The energy is a many valued function of k and the eigenvalues 

-of f are 

E(k) = const - < E cosk. r 
~ s s 
S 

= <'n+s I V (tn> where E 
s 

A simplification can be introduced if it is assumed that V(r) 

is approximately constant except in a small re~ion close to the atomic 

nuclei. The potential field then takes the form of a "muffin-tin", 

[Ziman,(1 963)], This approximation allows us to write, 

Es - V < fn+s, + n> (3.32) 

An examination of the calculations by Katz et ale for anthracene shows 

that despite the rather crude model, this may be quite a good approximation 

for a molecular crystal. It should serve reasonably well for a 

discussion of the bands to a first order approximation. 

Orthorhombic sulphur has 16 molecules in the unit cell and, although 

the orientation of the important overlaps between adjacent molecules 

relative to the +x,+y and +z txes may be different, the set of 20 

retevant ~mic overlaps are the same for all molecules. Table 3.1 

shows the approximate relative positions of the centres of the neighbouring 
f 

molecules in terms of the unit oell dimensions a, b an~ c. Four 

different orientations of the environment about a~ molecule are 

possible and these are deSignated by 1,2,1' and 2' in the table. The 

molecular orbital overlaps for electron states in four cases and for 

hole states has been calculated. It might be expected that a more 

complete calculation would yield values of the same order of magnitude 

for the remaining overlaps. 
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TABLE 3.1 

Environment of molecule and M_O. Overlaps 

Environment Overlap 

1 2 1 ' 2' Electrons Holes 

_c/4 +c/4 +c/4 _c/4 3x10-2 

a-b a+b a~b .!:::.Q 1-6x10-4- 4x10-2 
---4 4 4 4 

_ a-b - 8o+b a-b 8o ... b 1-6x10-4- 4x10-2 

4- 4- 4 4 

2a+c 28o+c +28o~c _~2a-c 9_0x10-4 5x10-2 
---4 4 4 4 

28o-c 28o~c 128o+c + 2a+c 9-Ox10-4 5x10-2 
--- .. --

4 4 4 4 

a+b 8o-b 8o+b _a~b 3x10-2 

2 2 2 2 

+a+b 8o-b a+b a-b 3x10-2 
-- --- --2 2 2 2, 

a+b-c -a+b+c a+b+c a-b-c 4·5x10 -2 
4 4 4 4 

a-b+c 8o+b-c -a-b+c -a+bt-o 4--5x10 -2 

4 4- 4- 4-

-a+b+c -8o-b-c -a+b-o a+h+c 4--5x10 -2 

4- 4- 4 4-

-a-b-c a-b+c a-b-c -8o-b+c 4·5x10 -2 

4- 4- 4- 4 



" The band structure is given by 

( ) CI + ( a-b) + E k = Eacosk. 14 - ~cosk. T - Ec ( 2a+o) (2a-c) cosk. ~ + cosk ~ 

! 2Ed COSk(a;b) tE [ k (a+b-c) e cos. 4- + ( a-b+c) cosk. 4-

( a-b-c) + cosk 4 + k (a+btC)J cos. 4 

where Ea' ~ ••• are the intermolecular exohange integrals between 

the one at the origin and the nine nearest neighbouring molecules. 

Simplifications to the above expression can be made for certain 

C . -1 directions of k-space. onB1.der k parallel to a ,i .. e. k.b = k.c = 

+ 2 - 4- Ed sin ka 
4-

The energy bands for electrons are plotted (fi6U."" 3.') 

in the reduced zone s.cheme given by - 'IT' k· Q. , + 1T' • 

The bandwidth of the lowest electron and highest hole bands are 

given in terms of the inter.molecular potential V in table 302 where a 

representative value for the overlaps of 10-3V is assigned to each of 

Ea' ~ •••• 0. for electron bands, and the calculated values for holes. 

The normalization conditions for +e and +h has been introduced g and 

the appropriate overlaps in (3031) and (3.32) for holes and electrons 

2 2 are those listed in table 3.1 multiplied by ce and ch respectively, 

where ce = 0038 and ch = 0.25. 
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TABLE ~o2 

~:E:Eroxima:te band widths 
«,'1 

in a :El!:Ul.~ . 

Electrons .. J::iol~~ 
=3 2. 4.xlO, .. 1v c~ 5x10 Vc e 

An estimate can be !Mde for V in terms of' the experimentally 

detennined la.ttioe controlled mobili ty t~or holes" Using the condition 

for band~~type motion described :in section 2.1» (Freh],:tch & Sewell r 1959). 

it must be concluded that m: ~ 3m for JAh 
T :;; ,300'1c 

11m" Since 

2 ... ,'~ 1 
...10em '.J sec !\t 

the principal :xx component of the di!tgonal:Lzed effect 1 ve ma.5.~ tensor 

is given by 

(~. ft 37) 

Thus V ~ 31.1eV. The estiJnll.!l.ted lll8.Ximum values for the electron "'lnd 

hole bandwidths are thus 2..10~2eV and 0.8 eV respectively. 

(JI,$ 

No claim is ma.dejto the accuracy of this estimate stnce a number 

of crude approximations have been made. Howe\ret"~ the ar-gwnents do 

indicate that the electron 'bandwidth is comtider9.bly narrower than the 

hole ban.dwidth and furthermore that the electron bandwidth mP.ly we] 1 be 

narrow compared with kT. The above discu.ssion could prov~de e. 

atarting point f'or a more complete oalcula. tlon of the bands <"In a more 

quantitave basis" 



40 Experimental Methods. 

4.1 Methods of Crystal Growth 

Single cry3tals of orthorhombic sulphur were grown from solution 

in CS
2 

at room temperature by a method similar to that described by 

Adams and Spear, ( 1964) . N ea.rly all the crys tals were grown in the 

bipyramid habit from a deep trough of saturated sol uti on. With care 

it was found possible to produce large clear single crystals with well 

developed faces o Figure 401 shows a number of crystals grown by this 

method. Similar methods were also el'l'lIJ1oyed to grow crystalS from 

other solvents and a few remarks are made at the end of thls section 

about these crystals e 

A saturated solution B.t room temperature was p:repared in a closed 

container by allowing the sol vent to stand in contact with cry,stalline 

*' sulphur for about 20 hours with occasloMl shaking. At the end (If 

this time the solution was filtered rapidly through a fluted filter 

paper into a covered dish. Supersa.turation was a.voided by 8.dding a 

small amount of addit:ional solvent to the filtrl'l.te at "Chis siage. 

Large bipyramid crystals from CS2 were prepared by pouring the 

solution to a depth of 2 - 6 em into a glass crysta.llization dish" 

A lid was placed over the dish and the ra.te of solvent evaporation 

could be adjusted by leaving a small opening just beneath the cover 

at the side. Diurnal temperature fluctuations were minimized by 

* Analysis of the startir~ materials is to be found in the Appendix. 
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lowering the dish into a large dewar flask containing several litres 

of water, so that the water just covered the bottom of the dish. A 

diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure 4.2. C~stals up to 8 em 

across could be grown in the course of about a week at room temperature. 

As the solvent evaporated, the progress of c~tal growth was 

followed b~ inspection through the glass cover plate. From time 

to time p the larger crystals were removed from solution; it was found 

that c~stals of greater perfection could be obtained by doing this, 

rather than allowing all the solvent to evaporate. Encrustations on 

the crystal faces due to rapid evaporation of 082 were avoided by 

immediately rinsing them in a larger beaker of toluene for a few seconds. 

Excess toluene was afterwards removed by lightly toudhing the crystal 

surface with a filter paper. 

Generally, each time c~tals were removed, a sufficient quantity 

of additional CS
2 

was added to the remaining solution to redissolve 

any residual crystalso If this was not done, it w~ found that very 

~ small crystals were fo~ed during the subsequent period of growth. 

A number of attempts were made at obtaining crystals fram other 

solvents. With two exceptions, the method used was substantially the 

same as that already described o Methylene iodide produoed small 

orystals at room temperature in the course of a month and a number of 

these proved suitable for transport measurements; their fo~ was 

similar to some of the smaller c~stals grown from CS2" Crystals 

grown from turpentine tended to be less than 1mm across and did not 



appear until the solvent h~d become resinous, Toluene and carbon 

tetrachloride yielded opalescent crystal fl,akes about 5~ thick 

which were very fragile but a nwnber ot sma:::',} well-formed bipyramid 

crystals were obtained from benzene. 

Seleniwn monochloride and sulphur monochloride proved to be good 

solvents but~ owing to their reactivity with mot~t l'lJ..r, the method of 

crystal growth from these sovents had to be modified slightly" The 

crystallization dish was placed on a platform in "I, desicc:ator contaim,ng 

silica gel ; the solvent evapora,ted ~d escaped slowly through a tube 

containing coarse grains of' silica gel fitted in the lid of the 

desiccator o After removing from the solution r the grown crystals 

were l'I8.shed rapidly in ben.'lene or toluene" 

The crystals grown from seleniwn monochlo.r.ide were strongly 

coloured,. the colour varying from light brown to bright orange for 

various crystals 9 suggesting that some reaction of the sulphur with 

the solvent had taken pla.ce. Well formed c:rystals up tal ~ 8 em across 

were grown from sulphur monochloride however. no othe:r solvent. A.part 

from CS
2 

produced crystals of such size and with such good faces, 

Their colour was not always quite as bright yellow as those grown 

from CS2" 



402 Preparation of Crystal SEecimens fo~ 

TransEort and Glow Curve Measurement~,. 

Single crystal specimens were prepared for transport and 

conductivity glow curve measurements in th~ form of thin parallel 

sided plateletso Before cutting a:ny crystal~ the ori.entation of the 

various faces was determined by an examinatIon of its morpholor.,y,: 

generally the largest were the (11'1) faces and specimen..9 of this 

orientation proved the easiest to prepa.re o Where p05sible~ one 

natural face was retained as one face of the finished specimen" 

Specimens of (111) orientation were prepared by mounting the 

crystal with a selected (1'11) face downwards :in the recess on a small 

brass grinding jig ~ using phenylsalioylate as an adhesive 0 

to the crystal due to thermal shock was avoided by taking the a,dhesi ve 

only just to its melting point and 'by preheating the cryB tal.. 

Specimens of various thicknesses in the range 50 '= 500)" were prepared 

using jigs with different depths of recess,by grtnding away the 

unwanted portion of the crystal e A diagram of a crystal mounted 

for grinding is shown in Figure 4.3(a)0 The initial stages of 

grinding were performed on a glass plate? using gr19.des120 and 4F 

carborundum powder mixed to a paste with water" Minute scratches 

were removed from the ground surface by polishing wi th 6~ diamond 

paste on a soft polishing cloth~ using teepol as a lubrlcant. The 

specimen was rinsed carefully in water before being removed from the 

jig and then washed in ethyl acetate" 
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Figure 4.3(b) 

SpeCimens of any other orien.t~.t.ion were mcunted on .~ ape''':.Hl.l j ip" 

the construction of which was such thett the cutt:ing angle was correct 

for the required orientationo Figure 4 3(b) sh.)ws how the recess ln the 

jig tilted the crystal to the appropriate angle o Three j1.gs were 

constructed so that principal axial sectiorul might be grounn by muunting 

a crystal on a (111) face o After one face h~d been correct) .. y ground 

and polil!5hed~ the crystal was removed fr,)m the special j:tg and ground 

to a suitable thickness using the methop. described above for (1~') 

specimeJ'LS. 

The specimen thickness was measured by u~jng e. miniature optical 

lever thickness gauge l Spear. AdMl5 & Henderson, (-1963)] v This 

enabled the thickness to be probed at a nwnber of points to an accuracy 

of about 1~o Generally the thickness uniformity over an area of 

0.5 cm
2 

was in the region of 5'p • 



Owing to the reactivity of sulphur, the number of possible 

electrode contact materials which could be employed was severely 

limited. Three types of contact were used successfullY9 the choice 

depending on the particular measurements which were to be undertaken. 

(a) Aquadag suspension of colloidal graphite in water 

was used as the top contact for transport 

measurements in the electron bambarrnnent equipment 0 

This was applied in the form of a thin layer by 

means of a small camel hair brush. 

(b) Silver paste} (Johnson Matthey & Co., number 36 FST), 

was used as the bottom contact in all the transport 

measurements 0 Silver paste was also used to affix 

the crystal to its support so as to provide good 

thermal continuity. 

(c) Evaporated gold was used for both the bottom and 

top contacts in the thermal glaw curve measurements 

and also as the top contaot for transport measurements 

using photoexcitation. Thin semi-transparent 

conducting contacts were applied by evaporating gold 

in vacuo from a small tungsten spiral at about 10 em 

distance until the resistance on an adjacent glass 

test slide had fallen to about 20 ohms per square. 

The evaporation was effected at a pressure of 10-5 

torr; it was found that the lowest resistance layers 

were produced on the sulphur at high rates of evaporation. 

Somewhat thicker layers of gold were used as a bottom 

contaot o 



After preparation of contacts, the specimen was mounted on a 

thin glass microscope cover slip and 46 SWG copper wire connectings 

attached by silver paste or Aquadag. 

Figure 404 shows a finished specimen mounted ready for use. 

Special precautions had to be exercised in the mounting of 

specimens for the conductivity glow curve measurements" These 

measurements required taking the specimens to liquid nitrogen 

temperature and care was needed to avoid introduction of strain due 

to the large difference in expansion between the glass cover slip 

and the crystal 0 For this reason the specimen was held in position 

at one side only by a small drop of nitrocellulose cement, The wire 

connections were held in contact with the gold electrodes with a spot 

of Aquadag, and sufficient flexibility in thewirea was provided to 

allow for movement of the crystalo 



4.3 Electron and Hole Mobility measurement~ 

Electron and hole drift mobilities were measured using the pulse 

techniques which had been developed in these laboratories in the past 

few years and had been used in previous work on the selenium allotropes 

and Cds j [Spear(1960)~ Spear 9 Lanyon & Mort(1962)] The drift 

mobility of holes _as measured in substantially the same way as that 

described by Adams & Spear(19~)~ and an extension of the method 

appropriate to the measurement of much lower mobilities was used for 

electrons 0 

Electron beam excitation was used for all measurements of hole 

transport9 and also for electrons at low temperatures. However 1 

particularly at high temperatures where the specimens tended to 

sublime if kept in high vacuum~ electron mobilitie~ were also 

measured using photoexcitation by a shor't flash from a discharge 

tube o 

In the succeeding description of the experimental method only 

brief reference is made where the details have already been described" 

Any modification which was incorporated is dealt with in greater 

detail, and a separate section is devoted specifically to measurements 

of electron mobility. 



4.3.1 Principle o~ the method used for measuring mobility 

The single c~stal specimen is prepared in the form o~ a thin 

parallel-sided platelet and is provided on opposite faces with thin 

large-area gg~a~9.iR~ contaets, T and B, (figure 405). 
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Figure 4.5 

Free carriers are generated near the top face, T, by a short 

excitation pulse of strongly absorbed light or electrons incident 

through the semi··transparent top electrode. Carriers of opposite 

sign are separated in the presence of an applied elect rio ~ield. 

Depending on the polarity, either electrons or holes are drawn into 

the bulk of the c~tal towards the bottom electrode. In the 

absence of deep trapping and space-charge effects the steady drift 

o~ one sign of carrier gives rise to a constant displacement current 

which may be readily detected in the external circuit. When the 

carriers arrive at the bottom electrode, B, the current ~alls rapidly 

to zero and their mobility can be determined from measurements of the 

transit time, tt' at various values of applied field. 



The field applied across the specimen is usually pulsed; 

experience has shown that this reduced the build-up of internal 

space charges due to injection. The excitation is arranged to 

occur near the centre of this pulse. 

When the transit time is short, as in all the previous 

investigations for which this method has been described, somewhat 

greater detection sensitivity is achieved by displaying the 

charge displacement rather than the current. The basic circuits 

used for measurements of either the displacement charge or the 

displacement current are shown in figure 4.6 together with the 

idealized pulse shape obtained by the two methods. 

EXCITATION ! AMPUFIER 
I 

(0) 

EXCITATION ! 
(b) 
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Figure 4 Q 6 



The drift mobility, ~ , is obtained from the relation 

;"-= 
d

2 

V.tt 

where V is the potential applied across the specimen of thickness p 

d. In practice)l- is obtained by measuring tt as various values 

of applied potential, V, and determining ~ from the slope of a 

-1 
linear plot of tt against V. 

In the present investigation of electron transport~ particularly 

at low temperatures where the induced currents were small, greater 

precision in measurements of ~ was achieved by increasing the 

excitation level sufficiently for the induced currents to be limited 

by the space charge of mobile carriers. The current pulse shape 

then had the form shawn in figure 4.6(b) and the transit time, tt' 

was measured to the peak value of the current. The mobility was then 

obtained from the modified form of equation (402) appropriate to 

transient space-charge limited currents described in section 502 

po= k 

Here k is a constant depending on the excitation level and lying 

between 0·8 and 1.0. 

For the observation of well defined transit times it is essential 

for the excitation pulse to be short compared with tt. 

A limitation on the method for determining drift mobilities 

arises when the lifetime of drifting carriers with respect to deep 



traps is short compared with the transit time; in this context 'deep' 

refers to traps from which the thermal release time constant is long 

No discontinuity in the current may be seen at 

t = tt if deep trapping is severe g and the mobility can then no 

longer be measured by these techniques. In practice, this limitation 

eventually determines the lowest temperature at which mobilities may 

be measured since, in general, an increasingly larger number of traps 

become 'deep' within the above definition as the temperature is lowered. 

In all the measurements, particular care was taken to avoid the 

build-up of an internal space-charge field due to trapped carriers. 

Space-charge neutralization w~ achieved in the interval between field 

pulses by further exciting the specimen with a succession of pulses 

in the absence of an applied field. This process generated free 

oarriers which moved under the influence of the ~pace-charge field 

and recombined with trapped carriers of opposite sign. By examining 

successive displacement ourrents in the opposite direction during the 

discharging cycle it was thus possible to provide a chec~ on the 

efficiency with which neutralization was being achieved. 



4.3.2 Electron Mobility Measurements 

It was found more convenient in measurements of electron 
.. 

mobili ty to ohser:q the displacement current due to drifting carriers 

[figure 4.6(a)] , rather than the charge, [figure 4.6(c)J ' because 

of the much longer transit times involved. Broader excitation 

pulses could also be used and the pulsing circuits developed specifically 

for electron transport measurements are described in succeeding 

sections. The lower drift velocities of the generated electrons made 

it necessary to incorporate more sensitive detection equipment than 

that which was used for holes and also to take particular care to 

ensure good low frequency response in the circuits. 

For all electron transport measurements, using both electron beam 

and light flash excitation, the specimen was connected in the circuit 

shown in figure 4.6(a). 

Stray capacity, effectively in parallel with the specimen, was 

minimized by feeding the output directly to the earthed input resistance 

of a cathode follower mounted beneath the specimen holder. The 

input resistance, R, could be switched in four steps from 106 to 

103 ohms. In practice, to maintain an adequate signal-noise ratio, 

R was kept as large as possible consistent with obtaining an adequate 

high frequency response, usually 106 or 105 ohms. No coupling 

capacitors were used and the cathode follower output was fed directly 

to a Keithley ultra-low noise amplifier type 103. This amplifier 
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had a frequency response extending from 100 kc/sec to 0.1 c/sec 

and the output was coupled to the d.c. input of a type ILl plug-in 

unit on a Tektronix 541A oscilloscope. The maximum overall 

-11 sensitivity was 5 x 10 amp per em deflection on the CRT screen 

and transits due to the motion of fewer than 106 electrons were 

readily observable. 
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4.3.3 The Electron aun 

A demoutable electron gun and specimen chamber was used in all 

experiments in which free carriers were generated by means of 

electron pulse excitation. Since the details of this method have 

been described elsewhere, [Spear,(1960), Spear & Mort,(1963)], only 

a brief description will be given here. 

The gun consisted of a 0.1rnm dia e tungsten hairpin eathode, K, 

centred behind a modulator electrode, M; (figure 4.7). AsliM~ 

'0' ring seal was provided to allow the filament to be aligned 

accuarately behind the modulator aperture while the gun was operati~. 

A cylindrical first anode, ~ , was held at +300 volts with respect to 

cathode by means of a small dry batte~, and the intensity of the 

electron beam was controlled by application of a variable negative bias 

to M.Final acceleration of the beam was effected by the second anode, 

A2 ' at earth potential. The cathode of the gun was kept at a 

negative potential in the range from 10 to 35 kV provided by a Brandenburg 

stabilized EHT generator, type MR/10~1. 
I 

A short magnetic lens 

M, was used to centre and focus the beam on to the specimen. 

The beam was located accurately by focusing it just within the 

edge of a 3mm dia phosphor-coated aperture, P, held directly above 

the specimen. Unnecessary heating of the specimen under steady 

bombardment was avoided by carrying out all initial beam adjustments 

with a moveable vane, V, in position just above the c~stal. 
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The gun ana Specimen chamber were evacuated to a pressure 

below iO""14 torr by an oil dff'f'usion pump and rotary backing ptunp. 

A Penning gauge and control unit was used to monitor the pressure. 



4.3.4 The Specimen Holder 

The same specimen holder was used for all electron and hole 

tr&ru5port measurements, see figure ~. 7 . The holder was designed 

to provide a oonvenient means of aoourately oontrolling the specimen 

o 0 temperature in the range -100 to +120 C and at the same time to 

.oreen the specimen trom spurious electrioal pickup and stray radiation. 

The speoimen, (figure 4.4), was mounted in olose contaot with the 

upper end of a 1" dia. oopper rod, R. Thermal continuity between the 

rod and the speoimen was effeoted with a thin film of silioone pump 

oil. R was thermally isolated from the rest of the system by a 3" 

length of thin-walled stainless steel tubing, S. A chramel-alumel 

thermocouple was held in contact with the thin glass cover slip on 

which the crystal was mounted at a distance of about 1 nun. 

Cooling or heating of the specimen was brought about by immersing 

the lower end of the copper rod into a Dewar flask containing liquid 

at a suitable temperature. Times between 15 and 25 minutes were 

usu~lly required for the specimen temperature to reaoh equilibrium. 

The specimen temperature was determined by measuring the thermocouple 

EMF with a Pye Instruments Preoision Potentiometer using ice for the 

referenoe junction. 

Tempera~ures above 800 C were maintained by means of a heated oil 

o bath and, below this temperature and down to 0 C, water or ice was 

used. Lower temperatures were maintained either by a mixture of solid 

CO2 and acetone or by one of the range of 'Arcton' refrigerants, 
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(101 Ltd., Liverpool). The latter enabled the temperature to be 

held at a number of fixed points with considerable accuracy, if 

necess~ for prolonged periods. 

VaanUID seals were provided to bring the thermocouple leads 

and specimen conneotions through the base plate. Efficient 

screening of the spec~en from stray radiation and eleotrioal 

interference was effected by a small detaohable brass lid. An 

aperture was inoorporated in the top of the lid immediately above 

the speoimen to permit the entry of exciting radiation. 



4.3.5 The Pulse Equipment 

After initial adjustments under low intensity continuous 

bombardment, the beam was cut-off by applying a steady negative bias 

to M. For measurements of hole transport, a short positive square 

pulse was applied to the modulator to drive the gun on. The beam 

pulse generator consisted essentially of a mercury.wetted contact 

high speed relay which was used to discharge a coaxial delay line. 

To avoid effects due to lead inductance and stray capacity, the 

ooaxial connection to the gun was terminated by a 75 ohm resistor 

mounted inside the gun housing. A series of interchangeable delay 

oables enabled the pulse width to be varied in the range 6 - 300 nsec. 

Excitation pulses which could be conveniently produced by this 

method were generally too short to be used for measurements of 

electron transport. Occasional~ it was possible to replace the 

delay line with a condenser an~ thereby obtain an exponentially 

deoaying pulse up to 101' sec long, but great er flexi bili ty was 

aohieved by using a transistorized multivibrator to modulate the 

beam. This was coupled in to the cathode cirouit which made it 

possible to switch over without difficulties from short pulse 

excitation, (delay line), to longer pulse exoitation. 

Both generators, which were mounted near the gun at -EHT 

potential, were phased and triggered with light flashes. Lenses were 

used to focus the light output from neon discharge lamps on to 



phototransistors incorporated in the generator driving circuitso 

This made it possible to trigger the two beam pulse generators 

independently, and at the 8ame time it eliminated all high voltage 

capacitors connected between EHT and earth. This new method of 

triggering was found to be considerably more convenient when the 

EHT supply was switched an or off since no precautions were needed 

to avoid capacitative surges. As no signals due to residual EHT 

ripple appeared across the generator inputs~ optical triggering 

provided the additional advantage of more accurate timing of the 

pulse circuits. 

The light flashes were synchronized with the field pulse from 

a master pulse unit to be described in the next Section. 



403,6 The Master Pulse and Field Unit 

During mea~urements of electron and hole mobilities, and of 

electron free lifetime by the method of interrupted transits,(Section 

404), it was important to have a convenient source of trigger pulses, 

phased with the 50 c/sec mains, and occurring at predetermined intervals 

of time, A master pulse unit providing facilities for excitation and 

discharge. and at the same time generating correctly timed field 

pulses was designed and constructed. 

The main purpose of the master unit was to provide an additional 

ser2es of 50 c/sec excitation pulses occurring just before the field 

pulse was applied, (figure 4.8). These were required to achieve 

space~charge neutralIzation, and the last pulse in the series was 

arranged to occur during the field. After a predetermined time 

interval the sequence was repeated j and a number of auxilla~ trigger 

outputs were provided to coincide with this time interval. 

Accurate timing was achieved by incorporating a number of 

binary dIviders operating from the 50 c/sec mains input. The 

switched divider output was used to operate a gate circuit and produce 

at 50 c/sec a burst of 8 trigger signals at fixed time intervals. 

This group of signals was used to trigger the excitation at fixed 

intervals lYlng between 16Qmsec and 5 sec. Timing of the field 

pulse was adjusted so that the last excitation pulse In the group 

of 8 occurred near the centre of the field pulse. A switch was 

incorporated so that the number of discharge pulses could be increased, 
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if' necessary, by using continuoUlS 50 o/sec excitation. 

A block diagram of the master pulse unl.t is shown in figure 

409, and the relative positions of the various pulse outputs in 

figure 4 e 8. 

For experiments on interrupted transits, (to be described in 

greater detail in section 4,A), a separate trigger output was 

provided to coincide with the· beginning of the field pulse o This 

pulse was used to trigger an external double=pulse generator c 

Low impedence field pulses were generated with a. mercury-wetted-· 

contact high speed relay in series with a dr.r ba.ttery source 0 The 

relay coil was driven from a multivibrat.or circuit so that pulses 

between 3 and 16 rnsec could be produced by changing time constants in 

the circuit c The b~ttery voltage souroe was bu:ilt from a number of 

dry batteries in series so that~ by using suitable tappings. voltage 

outputs from zero to 540 volts in 1.5 volt steps could be obtained 

in three switched ranges. 
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4.3.7 Photoexcitation 

Measurements of electron drift mobilities at high temperatures, 

and of tr~ient space-charge limited currents g were performed by means 

of photoexcitation. Since transit times in the millisecond range 

were involved, it was possible to use the light output from a 

triggered xenon discharge tube to generate free carriers 0 

A Dawe Instruments Transistor Strobotorch~ type 1202 D, complete 

with tube supplies and trigger facilities was used to drive a Wotan 

XIE 15W discharge tube at the end of a short high voltage lead. 

Separate measurements indicated that the duration of the flash was 

in the region of 4~ sec. The tube was fixed a few inches away 

from the specimen which was mounted on the same holder as that used 

in the electron bombardment gear, (section 4.304), The arrangement 

is shown in figure 4.10. Transparent conducting gold top electrodes 

were fitted to all specimen8 used in this series of measurements o 

The flash tube was triggered externally at about 1 c/sec from 

one of the master pulse unit auxilIary outputs so that the light 

flash was phased with the 50 c/ sec mains and occurred wi thin the 

field pulse. An additional flash was employed in the interval between 

tield pulses to maintain space-charge neutralityo 

Frequently at low applied fields, the transit time was longer 

than the available field pulse,(16 msec) , and $ under these conditions, 
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it was necessary to use a steady field. The excitation was still 

triggered externally at the same rate, but space-charge neutralization 

was achieved by manually reducing the applied field to zero for a 

few seconds. 

The specimen was connected via a cathode follower and high 

gain amplifier to an oscilloscope in exactly the same way as 

that used for electron beam excitation. 
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4.4 D§termination of Electron Litetjme BY Interrupted Transita 

The exceptional properties of electrons in orthorhombic sulphur 

made it possible to determine their free lifetime by a very direct method. 

The technique depended on measuring the displacement current of 

electrons after short pulse excitation and of interrupting the transit 

by momentarily reducing the applied field to zero; the field was restored 

to its original magnitude after a predetermined time intl'rval. The 

time of interruption was varied in the range 50 r sec - 100 msec and 

the ratio of conduction currents before and after interruption was used 

to determine the carrier lifetime directly. 

Information about the spatial distribution of traps was provided 

by interrupting the transit .pen the charge cloud had travelled various 

distances across the specimen. Since the process of carrier trapping 

in the absence of a field is basioal1y one of diffusion into traps, the 

temperature dependencD of free lifetime was also measured in order to 

determine the dependence of diffusion ooefficient on temperature. 

The field pulses for this series of measurements were obtained 

~ amplifying the output from a Nagard do~le pulse generator. A 

law impedance amplifier providing pulses up to 250 V was constructed 

using three EL38 beam tetrodes in parallel, designed to operate from 

a negative stabilized 300 V supply. The pulse output was taken from a 

cOlJlDOn 1000 ohm anode load, one end of which WAS at earth potential. 

Addi tional delay and trigger circuits were used to phase the light 

flash with the field pulses. Between each pair of field pulses a number 
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of additional light flashes were provided to maintain space-charge 

neutrality. All units were triggered and phased with the 50 cl sec 

mains from the master pulse unit described in Section 4.3,6. 

The relative positions of the field and excitation pulses and a 

block diagram of the experimental arrangement are shown in figures . 
4.11 and 4.12 respectively. 

If i is the initial value of oonduction current, the current will 
o 

decay to it' where 
ti 

= i exp (- I'G) o 

after interrupting the field for a time tie Here "t is the mean 

lifetime of electrons with respect to deep traps. If itli is 
o 

measured as a function of t th~ ~ may readily be obtained from the 

slope of a semi-logarithmic plot. 

In practice, to avoid signals due to switching transients, i 
t 

was measured at a fixed time inter,~l after restoring the field; this 

time was usually chosen to coincide with the arri~l of carriers at 

the bottom electrode. In some extreme cases it was necessary to 

determine it by taking differences between the output signal in the 

absence and in the presence of excitation. 



4.5 Thermally Stimulated Conductivity 

In the course of the present investigation on electron transport 

it became of interest to investigate the trapping spectrum to test one 

proposed interpretation of the results. 

The method of thermally sttmulated conductivity, or conductivity 

glow curves, was used to gain, at least, a qualitative idea of the trap 

distribution. One aim of this study was to investigate the possibility 

that one or more of these trapping centres were associated with point 

defects whose db~ity might be altered ~ different heating or cooling 

schedules, (see section 2.4). 

The method is similar to that empl?yed to investigate the thermo-

luminescence of phosphors. To measure thermally stimulated conductivity. 

the specimen is prepared in the form of a thin platelet provided on 

opposite faces with thin conducting contacts. After cooling to liquid 

ni trogen telllperature, the specimen is irradiated through the semi

transparent top electrode with strongly absorbed ultra-violet radiation 

to generate free carriers just within. the surface. Depending on the 

polarity, carriers of one sign are drawn towards the bottom electrode 

in the presence of an applied field. Some carriers reach the bottom 

electrode to be subsequently extraoted and the remainder become trapped 

in the bulk of the specimen. . ." 
After irradiation for same time, a steady state is reached in 

which either the internal field due to trapped carriers exactly balances 

the applied field or, alternatively, all the traps become filled. At 
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this stage irradiation is discontinued and the specimen is heated at 

a steady rate. Carriers are progressively released from traps by 

thermal excitation as the temperature is raised and the displacement 

current due to their movement in the applied field may be measured with 

a sensitive current indicator. The presence of discrete trapping 

levels is indicated by a series of current maxima as the cryatal is 

heated. From the position, magnitude and shape of these peaks it is 

possible to calculate the density and depth of the trapping centres. 

The speoimen holder used for measurements of thermally stimulated 

oonducti vi ty is shown in figure 4. 13. The cry!ltal was mounted inside 

a small blaokened copper encloseure in thermal contact with the top of 

a long copper rod. A nichrome heating coil was wound near the upper 

end of the rod. The cr,yatal enclosure fitted inside an evacuated 

ohamber provided with a synthetic silica window so that the orystal 

could be irradiated. A small frant-silvered glass mirror reflected , 
the radiation on to the speoimen. The temperature was measured with 

a fine ohromel-alumel thermocouple mounted direotly in contact with 

the crystal at one side; a spot of Aquadag was used to ensure good 

thermal oontaot between the junotion and the speoimen. The specimen 

oontaot lead to the ourrent indicator was taken through a shielded 

polythene vaouum seal. 

During both irradiation and heating, the speoimen ourrent was 

monitored with an Ekco vibrating reed eleotrometer. The output from 

this was fed to a Kipp pen reoorder. By ohanging the scale sensitivity 

and input resistance to the eleotrometer in the range from 108 to 1012 



ohms, it was possible to obtain a 10 inch deflection the recorder 

'th t . from 10-8 to 10-15 .mn. ~ curren s rang~ng --r 

The specimen was cooled by immersing the lower end of the copper 

rod in a flask of liquid nitrogen. After thermal equilibrium had 

been established, ultra-violet radiation from a mercury discharge lamp 

was directed on to the specimen through a Kodak 18B Wratten filter. 

A constant field was maintained across the crystal from a dr.Y batte~ 

supply. Irradiation was discontinued when the conduction current 

reached a steady value. 

Heating at an approximately constant rate was effected by removing the 

liquid nitrogen reservoir and by passing a constant current through the 

heating coil. Heat transfer to the c~tal was assisted by introducing 

~ gas, (90% N2, 10% H2), at a pressure of about 10 torr just before 

the heating cycle began. From time to time the heating current was 

increased manually to maintain the heating rate as nearly constant as 

possible. The progress of the heating was monitored on a Varian pen 

recorder ~d synchronism between the time scales on the two recorders 

was achieved with markers at regular time intervals. 



4.6 Depolarization measurements by space-charge probing 

It was of considerable interest to measure the release rate of 

carriers from a prominent electron trap near 0.95 eV reported ~ Dean, 

Royce & Champion,(1960), Adams & Spear,(1964.) and by Thornber & Mead, 

(1965). An electron beam probing technique was used to measure the 

the polarization due to electrons trapped in the c~tal bulk as a 

function of time and temperature. 

The specimen was polarized in the presence of an applied field by 

bombarding it with 30 kV electrons for a time long enough for the induoed 

electron ourrent to reaoh a stea~ value. The applied field was then 

reduced to zero and, at various time intervals after polarization, the 

space-oharge field was probed with a short 30 kV electron pulse. The 

magnitude of the oharge displaoements in the field of the trapped eleotrons 

was assumed to be proportional to the number of trapped eleotrons. A 

semi-logarithmio plot of disoharge pulse height as a funotion of time 

thus enabled the release rate from traps to be determined. 
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5. Experimental Results 

5.1 Experimental Resulta for Electron Mobility 

The drift mobility techniques described in ~ection 4.3 were used 

to measure the mobility of electrons in more than 20 single crystal 

8 00 specimens over the temperature range - 0 C to + 113 Co Crystals were 

grown fram starting materials of different degrees of purity and results 

were obtained with both electron beam and light flash excitation. 

Parallel measurements of hole mobility were made on all specimens at 

room temperature to provide a comparison with the results for electrons o 

In the region of the transition temperature to the monoclinic 

modification, (section 1.1), the behaviour was studied in detail. 

Anisotropy of electron mobility was investigated by taking a number of 

measurements on specimens cut from single c:cystals ~n different 

orientations. Preliminar,y results of this stu~ were reported by 

Adams, Gibbons & Spear9(19~), 

It was found possible to obtain useful measurements of' beth 

electron and hole mobilities on all crystals grown from solution in 

CS2 0 Of those from other solvents~ only the ones grown from meth'y ! en'? 

iodide provided specimens with suffiCiently long carrier life'time f.').!' 

mobility measurements. The majority of crystals were prepared from 

6N ultra pure sulphur or from laborator,y reagent quality. Four 

grades of CS2 were employed ranging from the BDH product used for 

infra-red spectroscopy to BDH i Analar', M & B Reagent Qu~lity and BDH 

'Technical' • Chemical analyses of these starting materials is to t,e 



found in the Appendixo 

Identical mobility results were obtained with both light flash 

and electron beam excitation. Specimen thicknesses ranged from 66 

to 344 microns and, under applied fields from 2.6 x '103 to 3.3 x 10
4 

V
e
cm-1

9 
electron transit times from 270~ sec to 50 msec were measured 

on various specimens. A typical electron tra.nsi t current pul;se is 

shown in figure 501 for low intensity light flash excitation in a 

specimen 200 microns thick. The short initial spike corresponds to 

the movement of holes to the top electrode. Electron and hole tranS.l.t 

measurements on the same specimens established that 1n spite of the 

long electron transit times, the total negative charge transported 

across the crystal was ve~ nearly equal to that for holes c This, 

in conjunction with the observation that the pulse is substantially 

rectangular in shape indicates that surprisingly little deep electron 

trapping occurs in the crystal volume during transit.. 

The suggestion j [Adams & Spear(1964)], that the apparent absence 

of an observable electron displacement might be due to a. very sho:rt 

lifetime with reElpect to deep traps is clearly incorrect in view of t~h~: 

present work. However, the presence of a number of d6ep electron tra.lJs 

has been confirmed by a method of space charge probing ano. by therll111i.J.Y 

stimulated conductivity to be described in later sections of thi2 

thesis 0 

A ntnnber of electron transits were measured under space,~h:.\rge 

limited conditions by increasing the intenaHy of excitati(Jll o One 



such transit is shown in figure 5.2. The rise in ourrent towards 

the end of the pulse is similar to that reported for iodine by Many 

et a10(1961) and measurements of transit times on the same specimens 

at both high and law intensity exoitation showed that the appropriate 

theoretical expressions, equations (4.3) and (4.2), in section 403.1 

lead to the same values of mobility. At low temperatures the use of 

high intensity excitation was found to offer considerable advantages 

in detection sinoe the displacement currents tended to be rather snlall o 

At no stage in the course of the present investigation of electron 

transport was the high mobility of electrons reported by Thornber & 

Mead,(1965), observed. Electron bombardment excitation pulses as 

short as 6 nsec were employed in conjunction with wide band amplifiers y 

but no signals that could associated with the high velocity drift of 

generated electrons were seeno 
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5,1,2 Temperature Dependenoe of Mobility in (111) Direotion 

Figure 503 shows the temperature dependence of mobility for seven 

specimens of (111) orientation grown from ultra-pure (up) and Laboratory 

Reagents (ta). The electron mobility is 6.2 ~ 0.6 x 10-4 cm2v-1sec-1 

at 21°0 and the transport is an activated prooess over the entire 

temperature range. The remarkable feature of the results is that~ 

within eXperimental error of about 10%, the mobility values for all 

specimens fallon a coumon ourve 0 This is in striking contrast to 

their hole mobility in the trap oontrolled temperature range which is 

listed on the figureo In agreement with previous results by Adams & 

Spear,(1964), these measurements shaw order of magnitude diffe~ences in 

~ =1 I h between orystals; this is not unexpected as Ph t£ Nt at a given 

temperature 9 [equation (2.53) j seotion 203] • 

The gradient of the average curve in figure leads to a constant 

+ activation energy of 0.167 - .005 eV over the entire temperature range 

from 193'1r to 386'1c. 

The present mobili ty results for eleotrons, in compa:dson with 

those for holes, point therefore to an essentially different mechanism 

of transport 0 The eleotrons interact with oentres whose denSity is 

evidently a fundamental property of the crystals. The extremely small 

and consistent value of JA-e would certainly be in accord with an 

intermoleoular hopping mechanism but, from these results alone, it is 

not possible at this stage to exolude other models. An alternative 
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possibility that the oentres may be thermally generated point defects 

must be considered in the light of the experimental evidence for traps 

and their behaviour at different heating and cooling rates described 

in sections 2.4 and 5.5. Consideration must also be given to a model 

in which the centres are shallow electron traps due to an impurity which 

has a tendenqy always to enter the c~stal in a constant proportion 

during the process of growth. 

A detailed discussion of the alternative interpretations of these 

important electron mobility results is reserved for section 60 
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5.103 Temperature Dependence of Mobility in Principal Directions 

It appeared of considerable interest to attempt a correlation 

between the structural anisotropy and the electron transport. A 

number of specimens were prepared from large single crystals so that 

the mobility could be measured in the three prinoipal directions o 

Specimens of (100)9 (010) and (001) orientation were all cut frOffi 

orystals grown from CS2 and, since none of these forms was present 

on most of the grown crystals, they were all prepared with two grol..l.nrl 

and polished faces. 

Figure 5.4 shows the results for the electron mobility in the 

principal directions plotted as a function of temperature 0 The solid 

line, which is identjcal to that shown in figure 5.3 for the (-1'1'1) 

direction, is drawn on the same graph for comparison. 

It is seen that, within experimental error 9 there is no observable 

anisotropy either in mobility or in activation energy. This is an 

unexpected result when consideration is given to the very dif'ferent 

orientation of the molecules in the (001) direction relatIve to "he 

other two. 
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5.1.4 Electron Mobility in region of Monoclinic Transition 

Since the orthorhombic allotrope of sulphur undergoes a structural 

transfor.mation to the monoclinic modification at 960 0 it was of interest 

to investigate the influence of this structural change on the electron 

transport. 

The electron mobility was measured on a number of c~stals in 

the range of temperatures above the transformation point. It immediately 

became apparent that the rate of transformation varied from crystal 

to crystal. It was possible, on one c~tal, to measure mobility up 

to the melting point of orthorhombic sUlphur without any obser'l9.ble 

deviation from the curve of figure 5.3. Since this crystal eventually 

melted at 1140 it can be inferred that no transforma.tion had taken 

o 
place in the course of several hours heating above 96 and these results 

are presented in figure 5.3 to extend the range of measurements for 

o 
orthorhombic sulphur up to 113 c. 

Other crystals, however, did undergo changes in the same period of 

time. The results are shown in figure 5.5. It is seen that mobility 

values fall significantly below the curve for orthorhombic crystals and 

that, on subsequent cooling, considerable hysteresis in the mobility 

arises. The arrows on the diagram show the order in which the 

measurements were taken. It was not found possible to follow the 

recovery of mobility on cooling beyond the last experimental point 

because the lifetime of carriers with respect to deep traps became 

progressively shorter as the experiment continued. If the crystal 



was held above 960 0 for a time only just long enough for a fall in 

mobility to be observable, then almost complete recovery to the 

orthorhombic values took place on cooling. 

Examination of crystals which had been heated above 960 0 for 

several hours showed them to be almost completely opalescento 

-4 2-__ 1 -1 
A steady value of ~e s6 2 x 10 cm-V sec was reached after 

six hours heating in the range 99
0 

- 109°0. These results are 

similar to those for holes~ [Adams & Spear~(1964)] , where ~ fall in 

mobility by a factor of 30 was observed above the transformation 

temperature. 

On subsequent cooling no change in J'e was observed until the 

transformation temperature was reached; below this point the mobility 

increased towards the orthorhombic values o Throughout the experiment 

the induced electron current towards the end of the pulses became 

smaller until eventually no discontinuity at t :0:.: tt was observable" 

This demonstrates that an important effect of taking sulphur through 

its transformation point is the introduction of deep trapd~ the density 

of which increases both on heating and on cooling. 
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5.2 Experimental Results on transient space-charge 

limited currents 

Although transient SOL currents were used together with experiments 

at lower excitation intensities for the determination of' eleotron 

mobilities, these measurements were confined mainly to the determination 

of transit times o In the present study a number of subsidiary 

measurements were made to provide experimental evidence in sulphur 

for the behaviour predicted theoretically by Many et a10 (1961) and 

by Papadakis j (1965) 0 Most features of the analysis were found by Many 

to fit the experimental results on photogenerated holes in single 

crystals of iodine and, to provide a comparison between the behaviour 

of SOL currents in these two molecular crystals~ a series of additional 

measurements were performed in sulphur. 

Many observed SOL currents by generating free cerrier,.3 nea.r the 

top face of platelet specimens by intense light flash excita-cion a.nd 

by following the motion of one sign of carrier to the bottom electrode 

in the presence of an applied field~(f'igure 406(a), section 4,,301L 

An alternative method was occasionally employed in which i~ten~e d~eady 

illumination was used to generate carriers near the surface y and their 

progress through the crystal was observed after sudden appJ.iceUork of 

the field. 

In the drift mobility measurements employed by Spear care ia 

normally taken to prevent the space-charge of drifting carriers from 

modifying the internal field o However~ if the ex:cit!it.ion intensity 
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is increased sufficiently, the generated reservoir of mobile carriers 

near the surface may be drawn out of this reg~on under SCL conditionsc 

As a result, in stead of a constant carrier drift velocity, the leading 

edge of the charge cloud will be accelerated qy the field of the 

carriers behind. If the reservoir is maintained, the displacement 

ourrent due to the drifting carriers will fall when the leading edge 

of ~e charge cloud arrives at the bottom ele~trode; the current will 

drop more or less rapidly to a value appropriate to steady SCL c'Urrents~ 

see figure 5.6. 

If the space-charge reservoir is not maintained, then a similar 

perturbation of the interna.l field will be brought about by the packet 

of drifting carriers. The leading edge will be accelerated and the 

trailing edge will be retarded by the space-charge field. After the 

first carriers arrive at the bottom electrode the displacement current 

will drop to zero in a time dependent on the spread of the charge 

packet during transit. According to the analysis by Papadakis, the 

shape and duration of the transient current pulse should depend on the 

ratio, , f of the applied field, E, to the space-charge field 9 ~~Q; where 
o 

Q is the total injected mobile charge per unit area. Figure 507 shows 

the computed pulse shape for three values of the parameter ~ • 

As the applied field is increased, the ratio of the peak to the 

initial value of current response, jt/jo' should decrease since J&~ 

E for a given injected charge, Q. A similar decrease should be 

observed with a reduction of excitation intensity and a transition 

from a square law to a linear dependence of j on E would be expected 
o 
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at low levels. 

Oscillograms of the transient current response in sulphur for 

several values of applied field after high intensity flash excitation 

are shawn in figure 5.8(80). The initial value of photocurrent density 

jo' is plotted in figure 5.9 as a function of applied voltage for three 

sulphur specimens of different thicknesses. It is seen that the V
2 

dependence of j on V predicted by M~ appears to be obeyed over two 
o 

orders of magnitude of current density. 

AI though the shape of the current pulse became almost rectangular 

when the experiment was repeated at lower excitation densities 9 an 

almost square-law dependence of jo on V was still observed o One such 

low intensity run is marked 'L' on the graph. This behaviour was 

not observed by Many in iodine and his analysis does not predict such 

a result. The reason for these differences became apparent in 

continuing the investigation. 

The experimentally determined values of jo and jt enable,. to be 

determined. A plot of jt/ jo for various values of P is gi ,ren in 

• figure 5.10. Theory predicts that for complete space~charge 

limitation ,= 1 and that for a ~iven injected Charge, ~ rises 

monotonically to large values with increasing applied field. Figure 

5.11 shows the ratio jt/j measured on one specimen as a function of o 

applied field. This analysis leads to figure 5.12 which gives the 

'" ' .T'O."", 
f The author is indebted to Mr. A.C Papadakis of the G.PoO. Research 

Station, London, for supplying the computer results from which figure 

5.10 and table 5.1 were prepared. 
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experimentally determined variation of' with field. 

The surprising result of this analysis is that , does not 

follow the predicted behaviour. In particular, it is seen that~ 

passes through a minimum somewhere near the middle of the range and 

at no value of applied field is the current completely space-charge 

limited; The results suggest that account should be taken of the 

dependence of the injected charge, Q, on the applied field. 

Two methods are available for determining Q. Since E is known, 

Q may be derived from the I values alrea~ obtained as 
., E 

o 
Q = 4yj 

Alternatively, Q may be obtained from the total area beneath the 

current pulse. Figure 5.13 shows the values of Q obtained by the 

two methods as a function of applied field plotted on the same graph. 

It is seen that good agreement is obtained between the two 

independent dete~inations of Q. This lends support to the assumption 

that the rise in current pulse towards the end of transit is relat~d 

to the injected charge, Q, according to the theory outlined by 

Papadakis. However, it is ve~ clear that a fairly complicated 

dependence of Q upon E obtains. 

Qualitative agreement with the results of figure 5013 can be 

achieved on the basis of a simple model. 

Immediately after excitation, the generation region contains a 

ve~ high density of both holes and eleotrons, and before the holes 



are all extracted, oarrier reoombination would be expected to reduce 

the number of electrons in the spaoe charge reservoir near the electrode. 

Since the hole mobility is several orders of magnitude greater than 

that of electrons, a calculation can be bued on the assumption tr.at 

the electrons are immobile for the time it takes the holes to :>:-eoom::'.!.ne 

or leave the c~stal. 

Consider a thin sheet of holes generated at a diS1;9.nCe x ben,!,;,~th 

the specimen surface. The time taken for this sheet to reb.-.;h t:1-1t:' to)) 

electrode is 

t = x 
x 

where E is the average local field in which the holes \re mcr"Ting. a 

The number of hale!!! reac!1ir.g the "'le ct rode J to ~, 8lAbF.,equently 

extracted, is given in t.erms of 8. mean reoorribiZlAtion i ifetitce ,I ~ ~ 

by 

Q :: Q .exp( _ tx/..: ) 
o 

(5.1) 

Assuming an initially tmiform ionization density~ the ID!Cl!1l 

distance through which all such sheets drift is equal to W o/2.w,,~,,'f: Z"e 

w is the excitation depth. 
o 

HeLce the number of free e~e~tron~ 

remaining in the crystal, which can be equated to the number of r..CJle,s 

reaching the top electrode, is given ~ 

Q = Qo.~XP( - wO/2pEa"' ) 

In praotice. the average value of Ea ohanges from the app:ied fie~.c1 
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, 
E , at t • 0 to approximately E( 1 - i:f) when all the holee have left 

the crystal or recombined. Here), baa the value determined from th~ 

- E experiments above. Using E .. ~ '/2 J equation (502) yields 

Q • Qo.exp( - wo~" ) (5.3) 

This last expression gives a ourve which qualitatively agrees 

with the results of figure 5.13. ~ careful curve fitting the 

average recombination lifetime, ~ , oan be obtained. The solid lint!' 

in figure 5013 shOW!l the best fit between equation (5.3) 1Uld. the 

experimental points using w III 10-4 om and 1: III 5 x 10-5 eeoo o 

This value of ,.; IIlIJ.y be oompared with the results of seoti.on 5.3 

where. ~ = 7 x 10-5 seo for the surface region was obta!ned by a 

different method. The good agreement between the two 'values suggeats 

that the analysis desoribed here provides a slI.tisfactory e::IlplaM:Uor. 

of the dependence of Q on Eo 

We are now in a position to explain the approximately square

law dependeno. of electron current on applied field at all exoitation 

levels. It may be seen on examination, that for fields gre~ter than 

about 103v.cm~1, the ourve of figure 5.11 may be approximated fairly 

well by a straight line, A. Thus within the range of inter~:st 

equation (5.3) can be written 

Q = kQ ( E - E' ) o 

where E' is a const.ant equal to about 103 V.cm-
1

• Provided E ia n,;:;t 

too small this leads to 
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~2.1 Accuraoy of Mobility Determinations from Transit Time 

It is valuable to re-examine the results of mobility deteminat:i ':'us 

utilising transient SCL ourrents. The results of figure 5012 ~how 

that in this series of measurements, whioh was typioal of those useJ 

for mobility determinations, the value of, varied from 202 to ),5 

as the field was changed. The theoretical oomputations shown in 

t' Table 501, indioate that the ratio t/tt varies from 0.85 to 0.89 ifi 

1 this range of ~ 0 This oauses the plot of It{ against E to beoome 

slightly ourved. However, in practioe, the experimental errors 

involved in a single measurement of t~ are in the region of 10% and 

are therefore sufficient to mask the effect. For most mobility 

t' determination an a .. terage valutl of 0.87 for tit!;, WAS used and. ·the 

mobility was determined from::;he Stope c,f B. linear plot of' 1/-+, ~ 
t 

against E. 

T!-ble 201 

~ tt/t 
t 

2.00 .845 

2.25 .856 

2.50 .865 

2.75 .874-

3.00 .881 

3.25 .888 

3.50 .893 

3.75 .899 



5.2.2 Transient seL Currents in the Presenoe of Trapped Carriers 

All of the experimental results for which the analysis presented 

above was applied were obtained on ory8tals substantially free fram 

trapped carriers. Care was taken to aohieve space-oharge neutralization 

by the use of disoharge pulses in the way desoribed in seotion 4.3.1. 

It was of interest to investigate qualitatively the influence 

of a spaoe-oharge of trapped carriers on the transient SCL ourrent 

pulse. A number of excitation pulses in succession at 10 q/sec were 

allowed to fallon the speoimen whjch was initially space-charge free. 

A multiple exposure of the resulting oscilloscope traces of the current 

pulses is shown in figure 5.8(b). 

It is seen that, with successive pulses of excitation, the total 

charge transported across the specimen beoomes smaller, while the 

transit time beoomes progressively longer. On a number of specimens 

it was found that the equilibrium density of trapped space-charge 

caused the transit time to increase by about 1 ';!Jf,. Apparently the 

influence of the mobile and the trapped spaoe-charges on the transit 

time are ve~ nearly equal and opposite; the transit time then become~ 

equal to tt' 
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5.3 Experimental Results for eleotron lifetime with respeot to 

deep traps by Interrupted. Transits 

A partioularly striking feature of the eleotron transit ourrent 

after low level exoitation is the remarkabley flat top exhibited by 

the pulse even though transits lasting several milliseoonds were observed. 

This indioates that, for the duration of the transit, very little deep 

trapping takes plaoe in the orystal bulk. The method of interrupted 

transits, desoribed in seotion 4.4, enabled the electron free lifetime 

to be determined direotly and, furthermore, provided the opportunity 

for studying the lifetime at various distances from the region of 

generation beneath the surfaoe. 

The temperature dependenoe of electron diffusion ooeffioient was 

also measured by performing a series of measurements of the electron 

free lifetime at various temperatures. 

A photograph of an interrupted transit current pulse is shown in 

figure 5.14. All measurements of ourrent after reapplication of the 

field were performed after at least 400l'sec, so that switching transients 

had a negligible effeot on the aoouracy. In some extreme oases when 

the current was very small, the amplifier reoovery was taken into 

acoount by making measurements both with ancI without exci tr:.tion pulsec,. 

Measurements on one crystal at room temperature gave the results 

shown in figure 5.15. The ratio of electron conduction ourrents before 

and after interrupting the applied field is plotted semi-logarithmioally 

as a function of the interruption time, tit The various ourves are 
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plotted for different distances travelled by the generated cloud of 

carriers, x, before the field was reduced to zero. The slope of the 

curves is proportional to the electron free lifetime, ~ • 

The results clearly show that for x ~ 38,. the electron lifetime 

can be described in terms of a single time constant, ~J . 

however, 1: is not inde:!;,endent of time, t., and the init1.al oart of 
~ 

the current decay is more rapid. All values of ~ coverge for large 

ti towards the constant value, ~JF I obtaining near the centre of the 

specimen. For this particular specimen "'"I was determined to be 4.4 msec!, 

and measurements on other crystals showed values up to 17 msec. 

It is interesting to make estimates of the trap density which 

would lead to this value of lifetime on the basis of a hopping model. 

If we assume that the electron 'hops' into a trap and, further, that 

the electron has equal probabilities of hopping into a trap or of hoppjng 

on to a molecular site, (figure 2.6), -J1 is given by 
N ... - 1. ( nVNt ) 

"1- p 
(5.4) 

Here P is the hopping probability defined by equation (2.27) and Nm,Nt 

are the densities of molecular sites and of traps respectively. 

9 -1 Since P = 4.4 X 10 sec at room temperature, (see section 6.3), 

and N
m 

= 5 x 1021 cm-3 the above measured value of "CJ = 4.4 msec 

14-corresponds to Nt _ 2 x 10 traps per cc. 

It appears that the electron lifetime may be determined by two 

processes in the region near the electrode. It may be seen that the 



initial rate of electron current dec~ is more rapid near the region 

of generation and it is ve~ probable that, simultaneously with deep 

trapping, a certain amount of reoombination with trapped holes takes 

place. Since a proportion of the generated holes would be extracted 

under the influence of the applied field, recombination could only 

account for a fraction of the reduction in electron density before all 

the trapped holes had recombined. Beyond this stage, the electron 

density would decrease exponentially by deep trapping. 

A modified version of the experiment was used to determine the 

reoombination lifetime in the region of generation. The excitation 

pulse was arranged to occur at predetermined time intervals before the 

field was applied. The initial value of conduction current pulse~ i , 
o 

on application of the field was determined for various periods of time.1 

t , between the excitation and field pulses. 

logarithmically as a funtion of t. 

i was plotted serni
a 

The decay was not exponential,(figure 5.16).but the slope of the 

current decay curve at t = 0 was used to derive the initial value of 

recombination lifetime. The results led to ~ = 7 x 10-5 sec at t = o. 

The very much shorter lifetime in the generation region suggests that 

the density of recombination centres near the surface is at least tv:o 

orders of magnitude higher than the density of traps in the bulk. 

5.3. 1 Temperature dependence of Electron Lifetime 

The preliminary investigation described above showed that a 

constant lifetime with respect to deep traps, ~f' could be assigned to 



generated electrons at distances greater than about 38~ from the 

surface. A number of determinations of~f at different temperatures 

in the range - alOe to +57°e were made b,y interrupting the drift of 

the electron cloud at the centre of a specimen 15~thick. 

Values of log(". f) for this specimen are plotted in figure 5.17 

103 
as a function of !T. It may be seen that there is a greater 

scatter of points than the corresponding set of measurements of mobilitY9 

largely because of the greater complexity involved in the measurements. 

The slope of the line gives the diffusion activation energy of O.21! .02eV. 

Since the diffusivity is related to the drift mobility by the 

Einstein equation, D =Ji!l ' when the factor leT is taken into account 

these results lead to a slightly lower value of 0.19 t .02 eV for the 

mobility activation energy. This is in good agreement with the value 

determined from drift mobility measurements, (section 5.1.2) and lends 

support to the initial assumption that an electron 'hops' into a trap 

from a neighbouring molecular site. 

This last conclusion is of importance when the depth of a trap is 

calculated on a hopping picture in terms of its release time by thermal 

excitation. The theory outlined in section 2.2 is supported by the above 

result and is used to interpret the experimental results for deep tra.ps 

in the next section. 



5.4 Study of Trap near 0.95eV by Polarization Deoay 

The electron beam probing technique described in section 4.6 was 

used to examine the rate of polarization decay at various temperatures. 

Of particular interest was a careful examination of the level of 

electron traps near 0.95eV reported by Adams & Spear,(1964), since 

this trap was too deep for study by the method of thermally stimulated 

oonductivity. 

A number of specimens were prepared from different batches of 

grown crystals and they all yielded similar results. The electron 

beam probe pulse was 100 nsec long and displaoement charges due to th6 

motion of generated holes in the field of the trapped electrons were 

measured at va~ious intervals of time after polarization. After each 

probe pulse the specimen was completely disoharged and repo:i.arized \:;0 

saturation in the presence of an applied field qy 15 excitation pulses 

each lasting ,oo~ec. 

Charge displacements during probing were compared with those 

obtained 20 msec after polarization. The experiment was repeated 

i t t i th 21°0 to 400 0. at var oUB empera ures n e range 

Difficulties were experienced with same specimens. The decay 

of polarization was not always exponential over the entire range. In 

the millisecond time range the decay was more rapid and in the range of 

several hours the decay was slower. To overcome these effects which 

were due to thermal release from neighbouring trapping levels~ (see 

section 5.5), the temperature range was limited to about 20
0 C and time 
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intervals were restricted at each temperature so that the range of 

polarization decay covered less than one order of magnitude. 

The space-charge decay for a typioal crystal at three temperatures 

is shown in figure 5.18. The time constant for thermal release, 'C , at r 

21 0 0 was 104 minutes. The activation energy calculated from these 

curves by ~r tIC exp(Et/kT) yielded Ct = 0.95! .02 eV in good agreement 

wi th the value of e t = O.94eV reported by Adams &: Spear, (1964), the 

value O.95eV by Thornber &: Mead(1965) and the value O.92eV by Dean &: 

Royce, (1960). 

A comparison can be made between the trap depth calculated by 

these means and that oalculated from the release rate on the basis of 

a hopping model as described in section 2.2. On the assumption that 

an electron 'hops' into a trap from a neighbouring molecular site, the 

release time constant is given by equation (2.44), 

P- 1 (.t) 1:= exp-r kT (5.5) 

where 4e denotes the energy difference between the molecular site and 

the deep trapping level (figure 2.6). From the experimental mobility 

values, (section 6.3), the probability of hopping between molecular 

sites is P = (kT2 ) x~e = 4.4 x 109 sec-
1 

at 21 0C. Over a small 
ea 

temperature range this can be written as 

where 

. ' 
P = Po.exp - ( ~ ) (5.6) 

e I = 0.18eV. 
a 

Substituting P and the measured value of 1:' 
r 

into equation (5.5) then leads to .4 e = O.78eV and Et is therefore 



0.78 + 0.18 = 0.96 eVe 

The remarkably close agreement between the predicted and observe(l 

values of E
t 

lends support to the initial asslUIlption that the therm,il 

release can be described in terms of a hopping model. 
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5.5 Experimental results for the~ally stimulated conductivity 

The electron trapping speotrum was measured on eight c~tals 

using the method outlined in seotion 4.5. 

At low temperatures, virtually noise-free oonduoti vi ty peaks were 

readily observable at a variety of heating rates in the range 0.1 -

0.5°C.seo-1• Above about 220~ however, the currents tended to be 

partioularly noisy, and in some speoimens it was found impossible to 

obtain ~ acourate measurements of oonduotivity. The noise was 

probably assooiated with the different expansion coefficients of the 

specimen and the oontaot, sinoe oontaots ot vaouum deposited gold on 

both sides ot the speoimen tended to redupe the noise. The specimens 

always beoame progressively more noisy as they were cyclically heated 

and oooled, and the most detailed studies of the peaks appearing above 

about 2200X were obtained on newly prepared samples. 

Altogether measurements were made on 8 orystals taken from three 

separate batches; all exhibited the same series of four prominent 

oonductivity peaks. A representative oonductivi~ glow ourve is shown 

in figure 5.19 where the linear pen reoording of current has been 

reproduced on a logarithmio scale. No additional peaks were observed 

on ~ other crystals. 

A number ot methods are available for est4mAting trap depths from 

the position, magnitude and widths of the observed peaks. A critical 

oomparison ot these methods as applied to Cds has been made by Di ttfield 

& Voigt ( 1964.) and a general review is to be found in the dissertation 
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of Heijne(1961). Only two methods were employed here, the first 

based on an analysis by Randall & Wilkins,( 1945), and the second 

suggested by Broser & Warminsky,(1952). 

The analysis by Randall & Wilkins considers the general kinetio 

equations for the conduction current as a funbtion of time in the absencd 

of retrapping, while the specimen is heated at a constant rate. Th~ 

result shows that within the range of heating rates used here, the glow 

curve peak occurs when the time constant for thermal release from the 

trap is in the region of 1 seoond. Thus the trap depth, Et' is 

given by 

E = ItT I ... ( ". ) t m 

where T is the temperature at which the peak occurs. The frequency 
m 

factor, I. ' is characteristically 10
10 

- 1014 sec -1 for most wide 

band solids with neutral trapping oentres. 

If this result is modified for a hopping model, the analysis of 

section 2.2 shdWS that the thermal release time oonstant, ~ , is given 
r 

by 

-1 (4') 
"C r = P exp '"1{ir (5.8) 

, 
where P SIt P exp(- ·a/ItT). The experimental mobility results yield 

o 
12 -1 P ~ A~ + e' a value of 5.10 sec for 0 and if Pt = ~ a is measured 

from a 'conduction level' lying 0.18eV above the molecular site, 

(section 6.3), equation (5.7) becomes 

= kT .'n(P ) m 0 
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It is thus seen that the depths of trap calculated from equations 

(5.7) and (5.9), will be very similar. 

The analysis by Broser & Warndnsky applies to crystals in which 

replenishment of charge from the electrodes is possible. It is 

shown that the current maximum occurs when the quasi-Fermi level for 

electrons passes through the trapping level. Since this analysis 

assumes that the mobility is independent, or nearly independent~ of 

temperature, it is necessary to modify the expressions to take into 

aocount the activated electron mobility obtaining in sulphur. 

If we write p. = Po.exp(- Ee/kT), the experimental mobility results 
2-_-1 -1 

yield Po = 0.44 crn-V seo • The expression for the trap depth9 

measured from a 'conduotion level' now 0.17 eVabove the moleoular 

site, then becomes 

(5.10) 

where No is the effeotive density of states in the conduction band 9 e 

is the electronic charge and ~ is the value of conductivity measured m 

at the gldW curve maximum. 

On a hopping pioture, N in the above expression must be replaced c 
21 -3 by the density of moleoules, Nm = 5.10 om • 

Using these methods, the values of Et determined from the peaks 

are given in table 5.2. 



Table 5.2 I 
AEEroximate traE d!eths determined from glow curve Eeaks i 

Peak Ran!!!ll & Wilkins (. to) Broser & Warminsk:v (e ') ! 

i 4.' ...... ~I ... ,.a.~....,. P ••. 4lI- w v-',.,.. -t , 

1 O·66eVir O~~7ey 
I -

2 ! 0.43eV O.44.;V 0.3geV , 
... ~ . I I 

3 i 0.5geV 0.60eV -
I 

4 j o 74eV 0.76eV 0.77eV I 

No peaks were observed corresponding to traps lying in the range 

0.27 - 0.36 eVe 

An important aim of these studies was to test the possibility 

that the density of traps might be altered by annealing or rapid 

quenching. The total charge released from the two traps at 0.37 eV 

and 0.44 eV was measured after different cooling rates from room 

temperature. In some cases the specimen was cooled somewhat and 

held at this temperature before being quenched ~ rapid cooling to 

Table 5.3 shows the experimental results for the peak at 0.44 

eVe The small peak at 0.37 eV was too small to make accurate 

measurements but within a factor 2 this remained constant for all 

the runs. 
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Table 5,3 

I 

Glow curve ~eak amplitude after different cooling schedules 

Holding temperature HoldiBB time Ooolinst time 
to 100"1c 

Peak height 

J 

+21°0 (new speoimen) 3.8x10-12A 90 mins 

+21°0 48 hours 12 min 3.8x10-12A 

-23.5°0 20 mins 10 min 3.5x10-12A , 

_580 0 4i hours 10 min 3.9x10-12A 
" 

I _128°0 40 mine 6 min 3.3x10-12A l 

The re~ults show that the height of the conductivity glow curve 

peak at 0.44 eV is independent of the cooling rate to within about 10%. 

The results of this experiment have an important bearing on the 

interpretation of the electron mobility results discussed in section 

6.2. 
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5.6 Exoiting Moleoular Vibrational Modes using a Laser Beam 

It will be shown in seotion 6.3, that the most consistent 
• 

interpretation ot the eleotron mobility results 18 based on an 

intermolecular hopping mechanism in which the electron interaots 

strongly with one or more vibrational modes of the moleoule. Under 

these oiroumstances, the mobility should be .~anoed if these moleoular 

vibrations oan be exoited with highly absorbed radiation at the 

appropriate wavelength. The analysis of seotion 6.3 shows that one 

of the modes with whioh the eleotron interaots strongly may be the 

e
1 

fundamental stretching mode of the Sa moleoule. This gives rise 

to a strong peak in the infra-red absorption spectrum of So( at 193 

-1 ale-1 em ; the half-width ot this pe is about 10 om • 

Vibrational modes at this wavelength were excited by using the 

pulsed output from a water vapour laser,t [Crooker, Gebbie, Kimitt & 

Mathias, (1964) ]. The output power in two narrow peaks at 186 and 

182 am-1 was a.10~ and 6.10-2 watts respeotivlyand the pulse duration 

was about 10-5 seo. 

Triggering facilities were provided so that, in measurements of 

eleotron mobility by the methods desoribed in section 4.1, the laser 

t This experiment was oarried out with the kind cooperation of Mr. 

L. Mathias and Mr. A. Crocker if! 'bJ'le IR laser research division of 

SERL, Baldook, Eng;Land. 



pulse was phased to oocur when the electrons had travelled about 

half way aoross the spec~en. The IR radiation was allowed to 

reach the cr.ystal through a fine evaporated gold grid back eleotrode. 

The eleotron pulae height and transit time were carefully examined 

for aqy change in amplitude or duration due to absorption of the laser 

output. Within the limits of deteotablility of O.~ in transit time 

and of 0.1% in electron current, no effeot was observable. 

This experiment must be regarded as inoonclusive. ~hould an 

effect have been observed it would have provided valuable support 

for the suggested interpretation of electron transport and also given 

information ooncerning the vibrational mode with which the eleotron 

interaots. The negative result could be explained by the disper~ion 

of vibrational frequencies which would reduoe the lifetime of the 

excess phonon by other m9~ If this effective lifetime is short 

then a much higher intensity IR beam would be needed to change 

significantly the density of phonons at this particular frequency 

fram its thermal equilibrium value. 

Should a laser become available in the future providing a strong 

-1 ( output at either this wavelength or at 214.5 cm , a1 fundamental 

breathing mode), it would be interesting to repeat this experiment. 

Examination of the IR absorption spectrum shows that this latter peak 

is ver.y sharp and therefore a stronger perturbation of the thermal 

equilibrium phonon density may be possible under excitation. 



6, nt.ouasion ot Experimental Result. 

In this ooncluding seotion of the thesis the experimental results 

are discussed in terms ot the theoretioal models applioable '0 low 

mobility solids, The results for eleotron mobility and its temperature 

dependenoe are particularly signifioant and a oritioal examination of 

the various possible mechanisms of transport provides a reliable 

. foundation for an extension of the same fundamental prinoiples to 

trapping phenomena. The eleotronio structure of the 80lid lft·terma 

of the prelimin~ molecular orbital calculations is used to provide a 

semiquantitative background against which the analysis is deve~.~4, 

and an approximate method is used to estimate the extent of vibrational 

interaotions. 

The extremely small and oonsitent values of electron mobility and 

the observation that the mobility is an activated prooess over more 

than two orders of magnitude provides the basis for a discussion of 

the transport mechanism in terms of three models, Analysis of the 

mobility results in terms of these models is oritioally examined in 

the next three sections and a further discussion of various trapping 

phenomena is to be found in seotion 6.4. 
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6.1 Interpretation of the electron mobility results on a trap-controlled 
model 

A mechanism of trap-controlled mobility is eesential~ a band 

model in which the eleotrons interact with shallow traps below the 

conduction band. For the- time being, the trap density is assumed 

constant, 

As shown in section 2.3, 

in the strongly trap-controlled mobility range. 

N 
It is possible to estimate the maximum value of the ratio ( cINt ) 

obtaining in sulphur an the basis of the experimentally determined values, 

-4 ?---1 -1 0.. 
~ift = 7.10 cm--V sec at 300~K and It = 0.17eV. According to 

the limitation imposed by the uncertainty relation described in section 
?---1 -1 2.1 a lower limit of PL -1 cm-V sec can be assigned for a. band model 

to apply. 

The result turns out to be 

N_Ar ~ 
Cf a't "'" 0.6 

2..--1 -1 The limiting value of i' L ~ 1 cm-V sec implies a narrow band 

in which N must be ver,y near the density o~ mol~oules in the crystal. 
c 

Clearly the suggestion that the traps may be the result of an included 

impurity or structural defect must now be rejected.' It thuS appears 

that the model would only apply to a solid in which every molecule was 

capable of acting as an electron trap. 



The logical conclusion of this analysis therefore leads to an 

essentially different mechanism of electron transport. Localized 

electron states belaw the conduction band might arise as a result of 

vibrational interactions; according to the analysis by Toyozawa 

(section 2.1.2) a type of thermal~ activated drift motion could 

result. However, it is also possible for motion between localized 

states to occur without activation into a band provided the molecular 

orbital overlaps corresponding to these states is not vanishingly 

small. In this case, as a result of finite overlaps, a narrow band 

would be formed and either narrow band carrier motion or hopping 

conduction would occur without activation into an adjacent b~d. 

Again the role of vibrational interactions might be important and, as 

a result, further localization of the electron in a self-trapped state 

would take place. 

It is interesting haw the application of a trap-controlled mobility 

interpretation to the present results leads immediately to a model of 

electron transport in which vibrational interactions play an important 

role. However, the deductions made in this section are sufficiently 

modified to invalidate the above conclusion if the traps arise as a 

result of thermally generated point defects, and this model is now 

considered. 



6.2 Trap-Controlled Mobility in Presence of thermally generated 

Point Defects 

This model is still essentially a band picture but the shallow 

traps with whioh the eleotron interacts are now oapable of ohanging 

in density as the crystal temperature is altered. As shown in section 

2.4 this leads to an aotivated drift mobility in the strongly trap-

controlled temperature range, given qy 

I'drift = I'L (N c/Nm)' exp( _ -fit - 'I ) 
kT 

where 'I is the heat of fo~ation of the defect. In this case the 

experimentally dete~ned activation energy is (Et - EJ ) = 0.17eV 

and the analysis of the preoeeding section can be used to show, as 

before, that (No;Wm) ~ 0.6. Since N ,..., N for narrow bands this c m 

result is no longer unreasonable and it is necessary to examine carefully 

the implications of such a model. 

On the basis of experiment it is possible to assign approxi~te 

values to E t and EJ . An important requirement is for the trapped 

electron to be released from the defect centre by thermal excitation, 

rather than qy the ionized defect,felaxing into an ordered lattice 

position. Thus we can write, 

..exp( Et/kT) 

where. and , are crystal lattice vibrational frequencies and A is 

the excitation energy for annealing a defect. 

Hence 



Sinoe iJ and .. would be expeoted to be of the same order this can 

be rewritten, 

Further e8timates oan be based on the rate at whioh a thermal 

equilibrium density of defect8 is established after a change of 

temperature. In section 2.4 it is shawn that the time constant for 

this process is given by 

_ .\ -1 ( E, +4 ) 
Te -" exp kT 

The measurement of mobility as a function of temperature shown in 

figure 5.3 were perf'onned at time intervals between 10 and 30 minutes 

after each temperature change. Thus the model would apply to the 

present experimental results only if 'r.« 103sec which leads to 

, 
) 

JlJ .~ 12-1 ( -;+ A ,,0.89 eV for ... & 5.10 sec • 

We thus have three equations, 

't - EJ = 0.17eV 

EJ + A « 0.BgeV 

(E
t 

-6) .6 0.03eV 

from which it may be deduced 6t « 0.S5eV, EJ « O.38eV, ~"o· 52. e.V. 

By similar arguments, a lower limit can be assigned to €t. 

Thus by making the estimate Nt ~ 10-~m for a band model to a.pp1y~ 

and using Nt = Nm exp-( E//kT), it if3 shown that €J ~ 0.12 eV and 

hence Et ~ 0.2'eV. 
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It is now possible to employ the data obtained for the electron 

trapping spectrum by experiments on thermally stimulated conductivity, 

(section 5.5). The only trapping levels which were found to be present 

in the range O.2geV ~ E t " 0.55eV were shown to be those at 

O.37eV and O.44eV. Neither of these levels was changed in denSity 

by different cooling and annealing schedules. 

On the basis of the conductivity glow curve results it can thus 

be concluded that the present electron transport model cannot be 

substantiated. A simple oalculation shows that the annealing time 

for these two traps should increase to at least 103S8C when the specimen 

o 0 
is cooled to temperatures between - 35 and -80 0, If they were 

capable of being annealed, the effect of different cooling and annealing 

times should have been readily observable within the range of the 

experiment. 



.. 
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6.3 Interpretation of the Bleotron Mobility Results on 

Hopp.!...ng Model 

With the preliminaries of seotions 6.1 and 6.2 settled, it now 

remains to attempt an interpretation of the electron mobility results 

in terms of an intermolecular hopping meohanism. The extremely small 

and consistent values of activated mobility are certainly in accord 

with such a mechanism. In this section the experimental results are 

fitted to the theoretical analyses by Holstein and Yamashita and 

Kurosawa and a number of model parameters are derived from the 

experimental results. From an examination of the limits of validity 

of the analY8is and the infra-red absorption spectrum of S~ ,estimates 

are made of the energies of the molecular vibrational modes with which 

the electron interaots strongly. The results are compared with an 

approximate value of the polaron binding energy using the simplified 

model suggested ~ Friedman. A fit of the experimental results to 

foyozawa's model, in which self-trapping arises by interactions with 

acoustic vibrational modes, is also attempted. The conclusions of 

this ~aniysis are discussed in terms of the physical nature of the 

interactions to be expected in sulphur. 

The experimental mobility results of figures 5.3 and 5.4 show that 

the electron mobility for all c~tals is equal to 6.2 ~ O.6x10-4cm2V-1 

-1 0 sec at 21 C and its temperature dependence can be expressed by 

(6.1) 



' .. 
Since the temperature dependence ofjK is exponential over the entire 

range, it is possible to describe the results on a hopping picture, 

usinp; the high temperature limit approximation, equation(2.30), 
2 1 2 

C" 'T ~ J 
,P = t (2E) ~ 

b (2.30) 

If the factor (kT)-3/2 is taken into accotmt, this leads to 

= 0.20 eVe Thus the polaron binding energy if' E:b = 0.40 eV. 

However, as shown below, a small adjustment to thjs value of Eb is 

necessary if the full expression, (2.21) is used for P, rather than the 

asymptotic expansion, (2.26), implicit in (2.30). 

In terms of the site jump probability, P, the mobility is given 

by equation (2.29) thus, 

p= 
2 

!!..- p 
leT • (2.29) 

From the experimental mobility values, P = 4.4 x 109sec-1 at 21 00. 

where an average spacing between molecular sites of a = 5.95 i has 

been used. If the mobility is expressed by equation (6.1), and 

account is taken of the extra term kT in equation (2.29), then P can 

be written, 

p = P .exp(
o 

where P = 5.1 :x 1012 sec-1 an" 
o 

~';kT) 
" 'A = 0.18 eVe It may be seen that 

for all temperatures below the melting point of ~'''' at 386°K, the 

electron is localized on a molecule for many periods of molecular 

vibration. 

The inte~olecular exchange energy, J, appearing in equation 

(2.30) can how be derived from the experimental mobility values. 
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Using a = 5.95 X as before, the result is J = 0.05 eVe It may be 

noted that this value is somewhat larger than the approximate value 

calculated in sec~ion 3.4. 

It is constructive to examine the electron lattice interaction in 

greater detail. In section 2.1, it was shrn~ that the polaron binding 

energy, Eb ' can be expressed in terms of a dimensionless electron

lattice interaction parameter, I 

where the molecular vibrational modes are aso-umed to have the same 

frequency t.} •• rf, for the moment, it is assumed that the electron 

interacts predominantly with only one vibrational mode~ then values of 

1 and t.,. can be assigned consistent with the experimentally cetermined 

value of Fob' 

A plot of the full theoretical expressions for ho"Oping probability, 

equation(2.20) equation, (2;.21 ) " foi" 'va::d. ous val \ 'on 

of the interaction parameter 1 are shown in figure 2.5. 

curves and equation (2,2°) it i.s nossible to derive the form of the 

temperature depel""clence of mobility; these results are shown in figul'e 

6. 1 for four values of r . It may be seen that for (= 10 the 

deviation from an exponential law is too great for the experimental 

mobility values to be fitted. For Y ~ 15 the theoretical expres~~ion 

can be fitted to the experimental curve provided It~. = Eb is adjusted 

to obtain the observed value of the activation energy. Table 6.1 shows 

the values of Eb found necessary to obtain a fit for various values of 'I. 



Table 6.1 

t Eb (eV~ 1\."'. (eVl 

-0 
0.40 0.000 

50 0.44- 0.009 

35 0.45r:; 
) 

0.013 

20 0.47 5 
O.O?Lf. 

1P 0.'-+8 0.0?7 

1 r~ 0.LI·9 O. OJ) 

From the table it can be seen that ¥ ~ 15 implies that ~"'o ~ 

0.033 eV, 

The infra-red absorption spectrwn fol' one of the crystals grovv11 

in this laboratory from solution in C82 is shown in figure 602 t 

According to the assignments by Scott, McCullough & Kruse,(1964), the 

peak at 0.0265 eV corresponds to the a1 symmetrical breathjng mode 

of the 8
8 

molecule and the peaks at 0.0291 eV ~ 0,238 eV ~ 0.OH36 eV a.nd 

0.0093 eV to e1 ' e2 and b2 stretching modes. It seems possible 

therefore that the electron interacts with one or more of these 

fundamental vibrational modes of the molecule. Table 6.2 shows the 

values of 'I derived from these magnitudes of ~"'. consistent with the 

calculated values of Eb given above. 

t This absorption spectrum was kjndly measured by Dr. D.M Adams of 

the Department of Chemistry at Leicester University, using an R.I.I.C 

FS520 automatic recording IR interferometer. 
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Table 6.2 

Vibrational mode 1L>.. {em -1 ~ ~H.{eV~ '( Eb(eVl 

e2 
fundamental 75.5 .0093 47 0.44 

e2 fundamental 151 .0186 25 0.47 

e1 
fundamental 193 .0238 20 U.475 

a1 
fundamental ?14.5 .0265 18 0.48 

b2 
fundamental 236 .0291 17 0.4-9 

From these calculated values it is now possible to test whether 

expression (2.21) ~ used in the interpretation of the mobility results, 

falls within the limits of validity as laid down by Holstein. These 

limits are expressed by equations (2.32) to (2.35) in section 2.1,6. 

The low temperature limit for hopping to occur is ~i ven by- (2 3:-?), 

thus 

1 

This implies that, for the analysis to be valid down to 197°K,(the 

lowest temperature for which the electron mobility was measured), *.w.," 

.034eV. Thus all the values shown in table 60 2 fall within the 

requisite range. However further requirements for the analysis to he 

valid are given by inequalities, (2.33) to (2.35), thus 
1 1 

2J < (Eb)2(tw.)2 

2J « Eb 

(2.35) 

It can be shown that (2.33) is satisfied for all values of '1::.""'0 ~ .023 cV. 



With both the approximate value of J - 10-3 eV calculated in section 

3.4 and the derived value of J • .05 eV from the above analysiS f 

inequality (2.34) can be satisfied. Requirement (2.35) is the most 

stringent and this is fulfilled if t;,wo ?;. 025 eV. 

If it is assumed that the electron interacts with only one 

vibrational mode, all the requirements of the Holstein analysis can 

be fulfilled for the a1 breathing mode at .0265 eV and the b2 fundamental 

at .0291 eVe 

The conclusion that a fundamental stretching mode may play a part 

in self-trapping of the electron is not unexpected. However, no 

account has yet been taken of the more probable circumstance that more 

than one vibrational mode may be involved. 

value of Ii.~o is given by (2.31) 

(t".,o) eff = 

thus 

1. 1 .. t.lOIo p\ 

~ Ip\ 

In this case, the effective 

and the above limits would apply where .025 eV ~ 

Thus the estimate r ">I 19 must be regarded as the maximum 

value that any individual r~ might assume. Higher energy modes can 

thus be brought within the bounds of validity of the analysis, but from 

the present experimental data it is not possible to draw any further 

conclusions about the individual values of y. and *:"'0 . 
n " 

The large polaron binding energy, Eb = 0.48 eV, can be discussed 

in terms of the simplified model employed by Friedman,(1964). 

Consideration of the S8- ion in section 3.2 showed that, due to the 

3 .. 
small overlaps between 3sp 6 molecular orbitals centred on adjacent 



pairs o~ atoms in the ring, the electron may interact locally with one 

or more vibrational modes. If the electron is confined between two 

sulphur atoms for a time long compared with the period of molecular 

vibrations, ( ~ 10-12sec), then the contribution by skeletal 

stretching modes to the binding energy, ~s' can be expressed in terms 

of the change in separation, A~, o~ the two atoms when the molecule 

is ionized. The relation between bond length and bond orc3eI'? R, can 

be fitted to the quadratic expression, 

2 
x = .03R - .29R + 2.34 (G. 3) 

where the bond length, x , is measured jn R, an~l values of x fol' sjngle~ 

double and triple bonds have been taken from Pauling 1 (1950). Thus 

since the bond order will change from 1 to approximately t in the 

presence of the excess electron, the bond length will increase by 

approximately ~x = O.12~, Ebs is then given by equation (?Q15). thus 

E = 1.k (Ax)2 bs 2 

o 
Using the value of stretching force constant, k = 2.37 mdync/A y 

determined from the molecular vibrational spectra of S8 by ~cott et 

(1964), this yields, 

Ebs ~ 0.10 eV 

~ 1 
(.l,... (! 

Following Siebrand,(1964) , since it is not possible to use this method 

for estimating the contributions to Eb from torsional and bending 

vibrational modes, it is assumed that these will be of the same order. 

Thus 



When consideration is given to the ve~ approximate nature of 

the above calculation, the agreement with the previous estimate of 

Eb = 0.48 eV from the mobility results is fairly good. 

It is interesting to note an implication of the present model. 

Since it is assumed that the electron will reside on a site between 

to adjacent sulphur atoms in the ring for a time long compared with 

the period of molecular vibrations, the electron will not only 'hop' 

between adjacent molecules in the solid, but it will also °hop' rOllnd 

the ring. If the analysis by Holstein can also be applied to the 

isolated molecule, this means that the parameters, I , and, ~~., wiJl 

also apply to hopping from site to site within the molecule. However, 

from a comparison of the values of orbital overlap calculated in 

sections 3.1 and 3.4, it can be seen that the probability of hopping 

from site to site round the ring will be at least two orders of 

magnitude higher than that between adjacent molecules in the solid. 

Intermolecular transitions in the solid are thus not likely to be 

influenced strongly by hindered transitions round the ring and none 

of the previous conclusions concerning electron mobility needs to be 

modified. 

Unfortunately, experimental verification of this behaviour of 

the odd electron in the isolated S8- molecular ion is lacking, and 

the justification for it must rest on the calculated values of orbital 

overlap. Certainly this behaviour would be in accord With the 

suggested interpretation of electron transport, and furthermore it 

allows fair agreement to be obtained between the two estimates of 
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polaron binding energy, ~. 

So far the self-trapping of the eleotron has been desoribed in 

terms of interactions with molecular vibrational modes; from purely 

physioal oonsiderations these interactions would be expected to be 

the most important. If the eleotron interacted predominantly with 

aooustic lattioe modes, however, the analysis by Toyozawa,(section 2.1 0 2), 

would apply. It is important to test this possibility. 

According to analysis, the mobility activation energy, eA , jn 

the hopping region is given by 
2 

0.184 Ea,/Ms2 , 

where Ed is the deformation potential constant, M is the mass of a 

unit cell, and s is the velocity of sound. 

From measurements of the shift with temperature of the optical 

absorption edge by Dean & Royce,(1960), Moss,(1952), and by Bass,(1953), 

the value 

3.5 x 105 

-1 of Ed is calculated to be about 3.7 eV.cm. Using s = 
cm.sec-

1 
this leads to 0.005 eV ~ 'II." 0.007eV. 

Agreement with experiment is thus ve~ poor, as might be expected. 

Somewhat better agreement is obtained, however, if the crystal 

structure is approximated by a cubic lattice having only one molecule 

per unit cell. In this case, on Toyozawa's theo~, displacements of 

one molecule with respect to its neighbours might be responsible for 

self-trapping; physically this would appear to be a more reasonable 

assumption since the wavefunction for the odd electron does not extend 

ve"'~ far through the unit cell. In terms of this modified modaJ., the 
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activation energy is then given by 

0.08 eV .s. E .. " 0.10 eV 

This result is close to the experimental value of 0.17 eV, and in 

view of the uncertainty in the exact value of Ed ' it must be regarded 

as good agreement. 

The hopping models both of Holstein, in which molecular vibrational 

modes are involved, and of Toyozawa in which acoustic modes are involved, 

can thus be fitted to the experimental result~. It is necessar.y to 

enquire whether this agreement is fortuitous of whether any physical 

reason can be found for the coincidence. An important question 

hinges on the type of distortion in the solid which gives rise to the 

change in band gap with temperature. If the changes arise mainly by 

distortions within the 88 ring, and furthermore the same distortions 

are brought about when the solid is compressed, then a parallel can be 

found between the two approaches, since the interactions in both cas~s 

are effectively with molecular vibrational modes. If~ however, the 

shift in band gap with temperature arises largely through changes in 

equilibrium separation of the molecules, then the agreement between the 

two theories would appear to be accidental. 

These questions cannot be answered unequivocably on the b~sis of 

the presently available experimental data on sulphur. However~ from 

the physical nature of the interactions to be expected in a molecular 

solid, it would not be unreasonable to reject the Toyozawa model. 
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6.4 Discussion of Trapping Phenomena 

One of the most remarkable features of the experimental results on 

trapping is the long electron lifetime with respect to deep traps. 

However, this result is readily accounted for in terms of the hopping 

picture discussed in the previous section, if it is assumed that 

trapping can only occur when a hopping transition from an ordered 

molecular site into a trap takes place. Unlike a band picture where 

the electron would be free to make large excursions through the lattice 

with a mean kinetic energy of ikT, the electron in sulphur spends moat 

of its time localized on molecular sites. From the experiments of 

section 5.3 it is shown that the free lifetime within the bulk is in 

the region of 10msec at room temperature, and, on the basis of a 

hopping picture, the density of deep traps is therefore about 10·14om-3 • 

Such densities are not unexpected for relatively pure crystals free 

from a large number of lattice defects. 

It must be emphasised, however, that the long lifetime cannot be 

regarded as evidence for hopping: a similar result would be expected 

on a strongly trap-controlled transport mechanism. In this latter 

case the electron would spend most of its time in shallow traps, and 

for only a small fraction of the time would it be free to interaci:. with 

deeper centres. The arguments against such a model must rest with 

the analysis already discussed in sections 6.1 and 6.2. 

The temperature dependence of electron lifetime provides an 

important result. Since the derived value of mobility activation 

energy from these experiments was the same, within experimental error 
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as that determined from the drift mobility measurements, strong 

evidence is supplied in support of the assumption that electron transitions 

into the deep traps involve no potential barrier in addition to that 

which already exists between ordered molecular sites. These results 

therefore provide experimental justification for the analysis of trap 

density,(section 5.3), and of the release time from traps on a hopping 

model,(section 2.2), in which it is assumed that no suoh additional 

barrier exists. 

Thermally stimulated conductivity investigations were conducted 

mainly to test whether the density of deep traps could be changed by 

different cooling or annealing schedules. The most important result 

of these experiments has already been used in a discussion of one 

possible mobility model,(section 6.2). Quantitatively, the calculated 

trap depths must be treated as only approximate because a ve~ much 

greater variety of measurements would have been necessa~ to detennine 

the depths with greater confidence than about 0.05 eVe However, it 

is clear that four discrete trapping centres in the range 0.27 - 0.77 eV 

were present in all the crystals. No experimental evidence was found 

for exponential distributions of traps as proposed by Thornber & Mead~ 

These authors interpreted the rise in optical absorption 

near the fundamental absorption edge in terms of electron transitions 

from the valence band to a distribution of vacant centres lying below 

the conduction band. The present experimental results cannot 

substantiate this interpretation. 



,. 
The trap near 0.95 eV is most interesting since its presence 

has been reported by several investigators in natural crystals as 

well as those grown from solution in CS2" The close agreement 

between the depth calculated from the release time at room temperatu:c'e 

and that determined from the temperature dependence of release rate 

provides additional support for the interpretation of electron 

transport. 

The positions of the various traps in relation to the alect.ron 

energy of an ordered molecular site are shown in figure 6u3" 
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7. Conolusions 

Orthorhombic sulphur provides a good example of an insulating 

moleoular solid in whioh transport of generated eleotrons takes plaoe 

by an intermoleoular hopping meo~8lJl. It is shawn that the most 

oonsistent interpretation of the experimental mobility results is 

based on a model in which the eleotron interaots strongly with one or 

more molecular vibrational modes. From an analysis of the 

experimental results, the polaron binding energy is found to be 

~ = ~~n = 0.48 eV and the interaotion parameter, ¥ =~ ( ,.., 18. 

The experimental results justifying this interpretation of the 

transport meohanism are summarized as follows: 

( 1 ) The extremely small and consjst;ent values of ,}Ae on more than 

20 orystals prepared from starting materials of different 

degrees of purity, indioate that the electron mobility 

results are a fundamental property of the crystals. In 

~ contrast to this, the room temperature hole mobilities 

on the same specimens show large variations. 

(2) Mobility is an activated process over the entire range 

o 0 from 193 to 386 K 

(3) The measured trap depth at 0.95 eV, and that calculated 

from the release rate on a hopping model are in close 

agreement. 

0 .. ) The density of traps in the region, 0.27 eV < Et < 0.55 eV 

is independent of cooling and annealing schedules. 
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The first three results enumerated above provide direot evidenoe 

in tavour ot a hopping model; the fourth enables a possible alternative 

meohanism to be eliminated. Further support for a hopping meohanism 

is provided by a number of theoretical studies, the principal features 

of whioh are enumerated as follows: 

(5) The approximate widths of electron and hole bands calculated 

from molecular orbital theor,y indicate that the electron 

band is sufficiently narrow • 

(6) Values ot ~ oalculated an the basis of a simple model 

oompare reaonably well with the value derived from experiment. 

(7) Analysis on a model of trap-controlled mobility leads to the 

oonolusion that ever,y moleoule must be oapable of acting as a trap. 

It is shown that the experimental studies ot eleotron free lifetime 

and of deep trapping, although they do not provide additonal evidence 

tor a hopping meohanism, are oonsistent with such a model. Experimental 

values tor the eleotron litetime range fram about 5 x 10-5 seo in the 

-2 region of generation to about 10 seo in the bulk; suoh values would 

be expeoted with a density of recombination oentes greater than 

2 x 1016 am-3 at the surtace and a density of deep traps of about 

10+1~ om-3 in the bulk. 

Five disorete levels of eleotron traps were identified at 

0.37 eV, o.~ eV, 0.60 tV, 0.76 eV and 0.96 eVe These correspond to 

depths below an ordered moleoular site of 0,19 eV, 0.26 eV, 0.42 eV, 

0.58 eV and 0.77 eV respeotively. 



I~ 

A strong case in favour of a hopping mechanism is presented here. 

Additional experimental and theoretical studies could usefully be 

undertaken to provide further insight into the processes taking place 

in the solid. If a high intensity source of infra-red radiation at 

the appropriate wavelength became available, the possibility of 

exciting molecular vibrational modes, sufficiently to enhanoe the 

electron mobility, presents an attractive direct test of the model 

and, furthermore, it should provide information on which modes are 

involved in self-trapping of the electron. A detailed theoretical 

stu~ of the Ss molecule would enable a more exact band structure 

calculation to be undertaken. This would not only provide accurate 

data for the electron and hole bandwidths but it would enable the 

extent of vibrational interactions to be calculated in a more precise 

way. There is a possibility of theoretically treating the isolated 

Ss molecule as a very simple example of a "one dimensional" array 

of atoms in which vibrational interactions play an important part 

in localization of an excess electron. 
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Appendix 

Analysis of Starting Materials 

A Analysis of OS2 used as solvent 

Analar Reagent, BDH 

Specific gravity, '(20°0) 

Distillation range 

Acidity, (as S02) 

Non-volatile matter 

Hydrogen sulphide,(H2S) 

Sulphur dioxide,(S02) 

Reagent Grade, M & B 

Specific gravity,(2000) 

Distillation range 

Acidity 

Non-volatile matter 

Foreign sulphur compounds 

1.262 to 1.265 

95% distils between 

46° and 47°0 

0.001~: max 

0.003% max 

0.00015% max 

0.00025% max 

1.260 to 1.264-

95% distils between 

46° and 47°0 

Neutral to litmus 

max 

No reaction 



,I" 

B Analysis of sulphur used as starting material 

Ca 

Cu 

Mg 

Si 

Ag 

Na 

Ca 

Na 

K 

Cl 

L. Light & Co., 6N Purity(UP) 

0.2 ppm 

0.1 ppm 

0.05 ppm 

0.02 ppm 

0.01 ppm 

0.1 ppm 

BDH, LaboratoEY Reagent,(LR) 

0.6 ppm 

0.8 ppm 

0.5 ppm 

'7 ppm 
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Figure 1.2 Simplified diagram of unit cel~ 

of orthorhombic eulphur. 



orthorhombic sulphur lookin alon 

direction. The S8 rings are all parallel 

to the C - axis . 
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Figure 3.1 Diagram of S8 molecule ehowing 
orientation of lone pair orbitale. 
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Figure 4.1. Photo raph of crystals grown from solution in 

CS
2 

showing well··developed (111) an8 (11.3) 

face j (actual size). 
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Figure 5.1. Typical electron transit current 

pulse for low int~ity excitation. 

Figure 5.2. Traneient set electron current 

pulse for high intenai~y 

excitation. 

Figure Se'+- Interrupted electron current 

pulse. 
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Figure 5.6 ~hape of transient SOL current 

pulse in presence of continuous injection 

after t = 0 according to Many et ale 

Figure 5.7 Shape of transient SOL current 

pulse in absence of injection from 

the electrodes according to Papadakis. 



Figure 5. P(a) Transient SCL current pulses for several 

values of applied field . 

Fillure 5. R(b) Succes;-jve tranf'jent SCL urrent pulses jn 

absence of space-char~e neutralization 

between pulses . 
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